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0. Introduction 
We work in ZFC set theory, and adopt the usual notation and conventions. In 
particular, an ordinal number is just the set of all smaller ordinal numbers, a 
cardinal number is an initial ordinal number, and \X\ denotes the cardinality of 
the set X. We use a, {3, y, ... to denote ordinal numbers, with K, A, IL generally 
reserved for cardinal numbers. 
A tree is a poset T = <T, ~T) such that for each x E T, the set x ={yET\ y <T x} 
of all predecessors of x is well-ordered by ~T· The order-type of x under <T 
(necessarily an ordinal number) is called the height of x in T, ht (x). The a'th 
level of Tis the set T"' = {x E T I ht (x) =a}. We write Tja for u(3<aT(3 and na 
for the restriction of T to T1 a. We often identify T with its domain T. A branch 
of T is a maximal totally ordered subset of T. A branch b of T is cofinal in T iff 
(Va)(T"' ¥- 0 ~ T"' n b ¥- 0). An antichain of Tis a pairwise incomparable subset of 
T. Let A~ w 1 be an ordinal. We say Tis a A-tree iff: 
(i) (Va < A)(O< \Ta\ < wt); 
(ii) TA = 0; 
(iii) \ T0 \ = 1; 
(iv) (Va < {3 < A)(Vx E T"')(3yt, Yz E T13 )(yt "¥- Yz & X <T Yt• Yz); 
(v) (Va < A)(Vx, y E T"')(lim (a)~ (x = y ~ x = y)). 
Let T be an wctree. We say T is Aronszajn if it has no cofinal branches. It is a 
well-known classical result of Aronszajn (see [5]), that there exists an Aronszajn 
tree. By making simple-minded modifications to an Aronszajn tree, one can 
obtain w1-trees with precisely K cofinal branches, where K is any one of 
1, 2, 3, ... , n, ... , w, w1 • Since the maximum number of branches of any w1-tree 
is clearly bounded by 2w,, the question immediately arises, is there an w1-tree with 
at least w 2 cofinal branches. Such a tree, if it exists, is said to be Kurepa. Amongst 
the wctrees, the Kurepa trees are thus extremal in that they are very fat. At the 
other end of the scale, we may consider w1-trees which are extremal by virtue of 
their thinness. A Souslin tree is an wctree with no uncountable antichain. Since, 
in any w1-tree, the existence of a cofinal branch leads at once to the existence of 
* One of the main results of this paper is the construction of a model of Martin's Axiom in which 
there are no Kurepa trees. Our first proof of this was unusual, ingenious, and hopelessly wrong. A 
"how to patch it up" conversation with Ronald Jensen led to the main results we present here. 
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an uncountable antichain, we see that Souslin trees are Aronszajn trees, only 
"more so". Historically, one of the main impetuses in the study of w 1-trees was 
provided by the Souslin problem. In 1921, M. Souslin [10] asked whether the real 
line was characterised by being a dense linear ordering, complete under least 
upper bounds, having no end-points, and having the property that any collection 
of pairwise disjoint open intervals must be countable. In 1943, E.W. Miller [7] 
formulated the notion of a Souslin tree and showed that Souslin's question has a 
positive solution just in case no Souslin tree exists. (See [5].) However, this did 
not help to provide a solution to Souslin's problem. The nearest result remained 
Aronszajn's construction of an Aronszajn tree (1935), published in [6]. For a full 
account of the results just mentioned, we refer the reader to [5] or [3]. Let us also 
mention that the notion of a Kurepa tree also has its origins in a problem not 
explicitly connected with trees, namely the Kurepa problem. Kurepa asked, in 
1935 ([6]), if there was a family iSs; ll3(w1) such that liS I~ ~2 but 
('v'a < w 1)(1{x n a I x E iS}I ~ w ). It is easily seen (see [1]) that Kurepa's question 
has a positive answer just in case there is a Kurepa tree. 
It turned out that the existence of both Souslin trees and Kurepa trees is 
undecidable in ZFC, and even undecidable in ZFC + CH. This raised the question 
as to whether the existence, or non-existence, of one of the "extremal" trees has 
any effect upon the existence, or non-existence, of trees of the other extreme (in 
the presence of the CH or otherwise). It is the purpose of this paper to answer this 
question. Intuitively, one expects that the answer is "no". And indeed, this is the 
case. The proof of this is, however, rather complicated (at least, the only proof we 
could find is complicated). 
Before we commence with our proof, let us mention a related notion. If IJll is a 
poset and X a collection of dense initial sections of !Jll, we say a set G s; P is 
X-generic on IJll iff G is a pairwise compatible (i.e. ('v'p,qEG)(3rEIJll)(r:s:p,q)) 
final section of IJll which intersects every member of X. If X is countable, there 
always exists an X-generic subset of !Jll, regardless of the choice of !Jll. Martin's 
Axiom (for our purposes) is the assertion that if IJll satisfies the countable chain 
conditions (c.c.c.), and if lXI ~ w 1, then there is always an X-generic subset of !Jll. 
Martin's Axiom (MA) trivially implies that 2w ~ w2 • Moreover, another easy 
consequence of MA is that there are no Souslin trees. Details of this can be found 
in [11]. We shall return to MA later in the paper. We end this section by stating 
the result we shall eventually prove. Let ST denote the statement "there exists a 
Souslin tree", and KT the statement "there exists a Kurepa tree". Then, letting-
denote negation, we prove that the following eight theories are all consistent: 
ZFC ± ST ± KT ± CH. Moreover, the theories ZFC + MA ± KT are consistent. Of 
all of these results, only two will require any significant amount of new work. 
Unfortunately, the amount of new work involved really is significant! (As always, 
of course, by "consistent" we mean "consistent relative to the consistency of ZF". 
In fact, where - KT is involved we need to assume the consistency with ZFC of 
the existence of an inaccessible cardinal. At the referee's suggestion, we have 
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added these remarks to avoid anonymous letters from those whose bigotry 
concerning the consistency of ZF is at variance with ours.) 
1. Preliminaries 
Our entire paper employs the method of forcing. We adopt, more or less, the 
approach of [ 4]. To fix the notation, let us briefly outline the material we are 
assuming. 
If lfl> is a poset, BA(Ifl>) denotes the complete Boolean algebra of all regular open 
subsets of lfl>, when lfl> is endowed with the order topology. There is a canonical 
poset monomorphism e :ifl>~ BA(Ifl>), and we often assume (without mention) that 
BA(Ifl>) is isomorphed so that e is the identity here. If lfl> is a complete Boolean 
algebra, then BA(ifl>) =lfl>. If lfl> is a Boolean algebra, then BA(Ifl>) is the completion 
of Ill. 
Now let M be a countable transitive model (c.t.m.) of ZFC, lfl> a poset in M, 
IR=[BA(Ifl>)]M. IRis an M-complete Boolean algebra. TheM-complete ultrafilters 
on IR are associated, in a canonical, one-one fashion, with the M -generic subsets 
of lfl>. The Boolean universe MIEl is formed in the usual fashion, as is its 
two-valued collapse M<IE>;a, where G is an M-complete ultrafilter on IR. We write 
M[G] for M(IElJG, since M(IEljG is just the constructible closure of MU{G}. We 
always assume M<IEl is normalised (i.e. if II x = y I liE= 1 for x, y E M<IEl, then x = y ). 
The function v: M ~ M<IE> is defined recursively by a= { < 1, .X> I x E a}, and 
embeds Min M<IE> in a one-one fashion. When we collapse M<IE> to M<IE>;a in the 
usual way (i.e. by factoring out by the equivalence relation x ~ y ~II x = y IIIEE G), 
a goes to a for each a EM. We often consider the passage from M to M[ G] in 
terms of lfl> rather than IR, taking G now as an M -generic subset of lfl> rather than 
its extension to an M-complete ultrafilter on IR. The forcing relation pI~ cf>, for cp 
a sentence of M<IE>, is defined by p If- cp iff p ~ II'PII. Then p If- cp iff the two-valued 
collapse of cp in M[ G] is valid in M[ G] for all M -generic subsets G of ifl>. In this 
context, we often refer to the M<IEl_language as the (M, ifl>)-forcing language. Each 
element, a, of M[ G] is denoted by some member of the (M, ifl>)-forcing language 
(i.e. is the two-valued collapse of some element of M<IE>, and any such member of 
the forcing language is called a name for a. We use a to denote an arbitrary name 
for a, unless a EM, when a is already a name for a. 
A poset lfl> is said to satisfy the K-chain condition (K-c.c.) (K a cardinal) iff there 
is no pairwise incompatible subset of lfl> of cardinality K. The w 1-c.c. is referred to 
as the countable chain condition (c.c.c.). lfl> is K-closed iff, whenever 1' < K and 
<Pa I a< y) is a decreasing sequence in ifl>, there is pEP with (Va < y)(p ~ p"). We 
say lfl> is a-closed just in case it is w 1-closed. We assume that the reader is aware 
of the effect of these properties of posets (when valid in the model concerned) 
upon the relationship between a c.t.m. of ZFC and its corresponding generic 
extensions. In particular, for regular K, K-c.c. posets preserve cardinals from K 
onwards and K-closed posets introduce no new bounded subsets of K. 
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The following well-known result is proved in [8] (and also in [ 4], in a slightly 
disguised form): 
Lemma 1.1 (Solvay). Let M be a c.t.m. of ZFC, and let IP\, IP>2 be posets in M. The 
poset IP> 1 XI]J>2 is defined in M with domain P1 x P2 and partial ordering (p1 , p2) ~ 
p1 ~~ q1 & p2 ~2 q2 . If G1 isM-generic on IP>1 and G2 is M[G1 ]-generic on IP>2, then 
G 1 x G2 isM-generic on IP>1 XIP>2 and 
M[G1][G2]= M[G2][G1]= M[G1, G2] = M[G1 x G2]. 
And, ifG isM-generic on P1XP2, then G1 ={pl(p,1)EG} isM-generic on IP>1, 
G2 ={p! (1, p)E G} is M[G 1]-generic on IP>2, and G = G1 x G2. (It follows at once 
that, in both cases, G 1 is in fact M[ G 2]- generic on I]J> 1 , of course). 0 
The following generalisation of Lemma 1.1 is proved by an obvious general-
isation of its proof. 
Lemma 1.2 (Solovay). Let IP>1 be a poset in a c.t.m. M of ZFC. Let IP>2 be a term of 
the (M, IP>1)-forcing language such that, in M, 11-IP', "IP>2 is a poset''. In M, let 
Q = {q I (3p E IP>l)(p 11-IP', "q E P2")} 
and 
Define a partial ordering on P1 ®P2 (in M) by 
(Pt. P2) ~(qt. q2) ~ P1 ~~ qt & Ptii-IP', "p2 ~2 q2" · 
Let P 1®P2 denote the resulting poset. (Thus, IP> 1 ®1P>2 is a poset in M.) If G1 is 
M-generic on IP> 1 and G2 is M[G 1]-generic on IP>z, then G1®G2 = 
(G1XG2)n(IP>1 ®1P>2) isM-generic on IP> 1 ®1P>2 and M[G1][G2] =M[G10G2] 
(=M[G1 XG2]). Conversely, if G is M-generic on IP> 1 ®1P>2 , then G1= 
{pl3q((p,q)EG)} isM-generic on IP>1 and G2 ={ql3p((p,q)EG)} is M[G1]-
generic on IP>2 , and G = G1 0 G2 . 0 
In connection with Lemma's 1.1 and 1.2, we have: 
Lemma 1.3. Let M, IP>~> P2 be as in Lemma 1.1 or Lemma 1.2. Let I]Jl = P1 x P2 or 
P = P 1 01P>z, according to context. Then the following are equivalent in M: 
(a) IP>1 satisfies c.c.c and 11-IP', "IP>2 satisfies c.c.c" 
(b) I]Jl satisfies the c.c.c. 0 
A proof of Lemma 1.3 is essentially given in [11]. 
For our iterated forcing arguments, it will be convenient to adopt both the 
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model-theoretic approach, as well as the more common Boolean approach. The 
following definitions are relevant to the model-theoretic approach. 
If IP1 is a poset, IP2 a term of the forcing language such that 11-lf>, "IP2 is a poset", 
and IP=IP1 ®IP2 , then for p = (p1 , p2 ) E IP, we call p1 the projection of p onto IP1 , and 
write p1 = proj (p ). 
The predicate: "(IPv I v <A) is an iteration sequence of length A" is defined by 
recursion on A, as follows. 
A = 0. 0 is an iteration sequence of length 0. 
A= 1. {(IP0 , 0)} is an iteration sequence of length 1 for any poset IP0 . 
lim (A), A >0. (IPv I v<A) is an iteration sequence of length A~ 
(V8<A)((IPv I v<8) is an iteration sequence of length 8). 
A+1, succ(A). (IPv I v<A+1) is an iteration sequence of length A+1, where 
A = 8 + 1, iff (IP v I v <A) is an iteration sequence of length A and for some term IP 
of the IP8 -forcing language, such that 11-lf>. "IP is a poset", IP,\ =IP.s ®IP. 
A + 1, lim (A), A > 0. (IP v I v <A + 1) is an iteration sequence of length A + 1 iff 
(IP v I v <A) is an iteration sequence of length A and 
IP ,\ = {p I p is a function & dom (p) = A & for some finite set 
X£ A, (Va < A)[pa E 1Pa & proj (Pa+l) = Pa & (Pa+l tc- (pa, 1) ~a EX)]} 
with p,;;; q ~ (Va < A)(pa ,;;;a qa). (We say X is the support for p E IP,\ in the above 
definition.) 
Notice that if lim (A), A> 0, and (Pv I v <A) is an iteration sequence of length 
A, there is a unique poset IP,\ such that (IP v I v <A+ 1) is an iteration sequence of 
length A+ 1. We call IP,\ the limit of the iteration sequence (IPv I v <A). 
Our next lemma enables us to apply Lemma 1.2 to iteration sequences. 
Lemma 1.4. Let (IP v I v <A + 1) be an iteration sequence. Let a <A. There are 
terms IP and IP of the IP a- forcing language, canonically definable from (IP v I v < A + 
1) and a, such thatll-lf>. "iP is an iteration sequence of length (A+ 1)- a and IP = IP,\-a" 
and IP,\ =IPa®IP. 0 
We omit the easy proof of Lemma 1.4. Essentially, IP is obtained from (IPv I a,;;; 
v <A+ 1) by "omitting" the IP a part of each element of each IP v, a,;;; v <A+ 1. 
The following lemma is essentially proved in [11]. 
Lemma 1.5 (Solovay-Tennenbaum). Let lim (A.), and let (IP v I v <A+ 1) be an 
iteration sequence. If IP v satisfies the c. c. c. for all v <A, then IP,\ satisfies the 
c.c.c. 0 
The Boolean analogue of all this is as follows. If, in Lemma 1.1 or Lemma 1.2 we 
set !EB1 = [BA(IP1)JM and !EB = [BA(IP\ x IP2)]M or [BA(IP1 ®IP2)]M (whichever is the 
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case), then there is a canonical complete embedding e: IB 1 ~ IB which extends 
the mapping p1 ~ (p1 , 1) (modulo the usual identifications). Setting IB 2 = 
[BA(IP2)]M in the case of Lemma 1.1 and letting IR2 be the term of the (M, IP,)-
forcing language denoting (with IR1-value 1) BA(IP2 ) in M<rall in the case of Lemma 
1.2, we write IB = IR1 x IR2 or IR = IR1 @IR2 (respectively) here. Since IP is a dense 
subset of BA(IP) for any poset IP, Lemma 1.3 has an immediate analogue in terms 
of the Boolean algebras. If IP"' is the limit of the iteration sequence (IP" I v<A) 
(lim (A)), and if IR" = BA(IPJ for all v ~A, then IR"' is (isomorphic to) the comple-
tion of the limit algebra limv<,\ IB" (i.e. the direct union). 
Thus, making suitable identifications, the Boolean analogue of our iteration 
sequence is an increasing sequence of complete Boolean algebras, each one being 
a complete subalgebra of all later ones, such that each limit algebra is just the 
completion of the union of the preceding algebras. This is the situation developed 
in [11]. Lemma's 1.4 and 1.5 have obvious analogues now for the Boolean case. 
From now on, we shall cease to distinguish between the two ways of expressing 
the various lemmas above. In connection with the Boolean analogue of Lemma 
1.2, a further remark is called for. If e: IR0 ~ IR 1 is a complete embedding of a 
complete Boolean algebra IR0 into a complete Boolean algebra IR1 , the e-basic 
projection h : IR, ~ IR0 is defined by hfb1) = 1\ { b0 E IB0 I b 1 ~ 1 e(b0 )} (this inf being 
taken in IR0 , of course). (If e = id~IR0 , we call h simply the basic projection.) 
2. The six easy cases 
As we mentioned at the outset, of our eight consistency results, six are 
relatively easily obtained, using methods already available in the literature. In this 
section, we dispose of these cases, simultaneously establishing some lemmas we 
need for our later results. 
The following results are (essentially) proved in [5]. 
Theorem 2.1 (Tennenbaum). Let M be a c.t.m. of ZFC. In M, let K be any 
uncountable regular cardinal, and let IP be the usual poset for adjoining K many 
Cohen reals toM. Let G be M-generic on IP. Then M[G] FST. 0 
Theorem 2.2 (Solvay-Tennenbaum). Let M be a c.t.m. of ZFC+CH. There is a 
poset IP in M such that: 
(i) M F "IIPI = w 2 & IP satisfies the c.c.c."; 
(ii) if G isM-generic on IP, then M[G] I=MA. 0 
Theorem 2.3 (Rowbottom-Stewart). Let M be a c.t.m. of ZFC+CH. There is a 
poset IP in M such that: 
(i) MF"IIPI = w2 &IP is cr-closed & IP satisfies the w2-c.c."; 
(ii) if G isM-generic on IP, then M[G] FKT. 0 
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By obtaining a model of KT+CH via Theorem 2.3, and then extending this 
model as in Theorem 2.1, we may obtain models of KT+ST+CH and KT+ST+ 
_, CH. (The only thing to check here is that the extension provided by Theorem 
2.1 does not destroy any Kurepa trees in the ground model. But if T is a Kurepa 
tree in some c. t.m. M .of ZFC, and N is a generic extension of M in which w1 and 
w2 are the same, then clearly T is a Kurepa tree in the sense of N also. In 
particular therefore, this holds for extensions provided by Theorem 2.1). 
Again, by starting with a model of KT + CH and extending it as in Theorem 2.2, 
we obtain a model of KT + MA. 
In connection with models in which there is a Kurepa tree, there remains only 
one more result from our point of view. For this, we need the following result, 
proved in [3]: 
Theorem 2.4 (Jensen). Let M be a c.t.m. of ZFC+GCH. There is a generic 
extension N of M, having the same cardinals as M, such that N F CH +_,ST. D 
The proof of Theorem 2.4 is very long. To all intents and purposes, we shall be 
giving a (slightly different) proof later on in this paper. 
By starting with a model of KT+GCH as provided by Theorem 2.3, and 
extending it as in Theorem 2.4, we obtain a model of KT + _, ST + CH. 
So much for models in which KT is valid. What about _, KT? Well, as Solovay 
has shown (see [5]), if _, KT, then w2 must be inaccessible in the sense of L. 
Hence, in order to obtain a model of _, KT, we must start out with a model in 
which there is (at least) an inaccessible cardinal. In fact, the existence of an 
inaccessible cardinal is all we need to assume. For later use, we shall describe in 
some detail the construction of a model of _, KT, due to Silver. First, we require 
the following well-known lemma of Levy: 
Lemma 2.5. Let M be a c.t.m. of ZFC, K an inaccessible cardinal in M. Let IP be a 
poset in M such that MF"IIPI<K". Let G be M-generic on IP. Then M[G]F"K is 
inaccessible". D 
(The proof of Lemma 2.5 is trivial, so we do not bother to give it.) 
We require the cardinal collapsing technique of Levy (and Rowbottom). Let K 
be an uncountable cardinal. The poset P(K) is defined as follows. An element p of 
P(K) is a countable function such that dom(p)~w1 XK and ran(p)~K, and if 
(a, B) E dom (p ), then p(a, B) E B. The ordering on P(K) is defined by p.,;; q ~ p 2 
q. If P = P(K) and A< K, we set 
and regard PA, PA as posets in the obvious manner. Clearly, P = PA. x P\ by a 
canonical isomorphism. 
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Lemma 2.6 (Levy). Let M be a c.t.m. of ZFC, and let K be an inaccessible 
cardinal in M. Set P=[P(K)]M. Then, M'r="P is O"-closed and satisfies the K-c.c.". 
If G isM-generic for P, then wtt = wtt[GJ and K = w~[GJ. Furthermore, if A< w is 
an uncountable regular cardinal in M, then M[ GnP"] 'r= "P" is O"-closed and 
satzs es K-c.c . . "fi " 
Proof. See [9]. For the last part, notice that as P" is O"-closed in M, M[ GnP"] 
has no new countable sequences from P\ whence P" is still O"-closed in M[ G n 
P"]. Also, as we clearly have P" = [P(K)]M[GnP,), Lemma 2.5 will ensure that P" 
has the K-C.C. in M[ G n PA]. D 
The next lemma is the crucial one for our present construction. For later use, 
we shall give its proof in full. 
Lemma 2.7 (Silver). Let M be a c.t.m. of ZFC, and let P be a poset in M such that 
M'r= "Pis O"-closed". LetT be an w 1-tree in M. Let G be M-generic for P. If b is a 
co final branch of T in M[ G], then in fact b EM. 
Proof. We may assume T= (wj, ,;:;;T). Suppose that, in fact bl!'; M. Working in M, 
we define sequences (p, I s E 2'Y), (x, I s E 2'Y) so that p, E P; t <;; s ~ p,,;:;; p,; X8 E T; 
t c s ~ x, < Txs; lsi= ltl ~ ht (x,) = ht (x,); and X,n<o> -1= X,n(l)· The definition is by 
induction on J.s 1. Pick p~ E P so that p~lf-" b is a cofinal branch of t & b !!'; M". Let 
x~ be the minimal element of T. Suppose p., x, are defined for all s E 2", and that 
p, If-" x, E b ", where Ps,;:;; p~ in particular. Since p0 1f- "b !!'; M", we can clear! y find 
Psn(O)' p,n(l),;:;; Ps (each s E 2") and points X,n(O)' Xsn(l) >Txs such that ht (x,n(o)) = 
ht (x,n(l)) and X,n(O) -1= X,n(l)' for which Psn(i) If-" X,n(i) E b"' i = 0, 1. Furthermore, we 
may clearly do this in such a way that for any s, t E 2"+ 1, ht (xs) = ht (x,). Since Pis 
O"-closed, for each f E 2w we may pick PtE P such that Pt,;:;; Ptrn for all n < w. Also, 
as I2'YI=w, we may pick a<w 1 such that ht(x,)<a for all sE2'Y. Since Pr,;;;P~ 
(each f E 2w), we can find p{,;;; Pt such that for some Xr E T"', p{lf- "xr E b". But, 
clearly, p{lf- "Xtrn <TXt for all n < W, SO by Our COnstruction, f-1= g ~ Xff= Xg-
(There are just two remarks called for here. Firstly, since TEM, if p[lf-".Xrr .. <Txt 
then in fact Xrrn <Txt. Secondly, if f-1= g then for some n < w, n n -1= g ~ n.) Thus 
{xt If E 2w} is an uncountable subset of T"', which is absurd. D 
Putting all of our above lemmas to work now, we obtain: 
Theorem 2.8 (Silver). Let M be a c.t.m. of ZFC, and let K be an inaccessible 
cardinal in M. Let P = [ P( K) ]M. Let G be M- generic for P. Then M[ G] 'r= ~ 
KT+CH. 
Proof. We have at once that M[ G] 'r= CHand w~[GJ = K. Also, wtt[GJ = wtt, so the 
notion of an "w1-tree" is absolute here. Let T be an w1-tree in M[G]. We may 
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assume T = (w1 , ~T>· By the truth lemma, we can find an uncountable regular 
cardinal A< K of M such that T EM[ GnP.~.]. By Lemma 2.5, T has fewer than K 
cofinal branches in M[ GnP.~.]. But by Lemma 2.6, P.~. is 0'-closed in M[ GnP.~.], 
and by Lemma 2.7, T has no cofinal branches in M[GnP.~.][GnP.~.] other than 
those in M[GnP.~.]. Again by Lemma 1.1, M[GnP.~.][GnP.~.]=M[G], so we 
see that T has fewer than K cofinal branches in M[ G]. Here there are no Kurepa 
trees in M[ G]. 0 
Now, it can be shown that there is always a Souslin tree in the model 
constructed in Theorem 2.8, so Theorem 2.8 already yields the consistency of 
____,. KT + ST + CH. However, we do not need to use this fact, by virtue of our next 
result, proved in [2]. 
Theorem 2.9 (Devlin). Let M be the model constructed as in Theorem 2.8. Let K 
be an uncountable regular cardinal in M. In M, let lfl> be the usual poset for 
adjoining K many Cohen reals toM. Let G be M-generic on IP>. Then M[G] F ____,. 
KT. 0 
The proof of Theorem 2.9 is quite tricky. We shall make use of the main ideas 
required later in this paper. (There is an "obvious proof" of Theorem 2.9, but a 
few moments reflection will suffice to see that this does not work.) 
By virtue of Theorem 2.1, Theordn 2.9 yields us with models of ____,. 
KT + ST + CH and ____,. KT + ST + ____,. CH. There remains now, of our eight possible 
consistency results, only two to be proved, namely ____,. KT + MA and ____,. KT + ____,. 
ST + CH. We deal with the first of these in the next section. 
3. A model of ____,. KT+ MA 
We commence with a general discussion of some combinatorial facts concerning 
Aronszajn trees. 
Let X be a set, nEw. We say Y s; X" is well-distributed iff, for each finite set 
us; X there is (x) E Y such that u n {.i} = ~. 
This is clearly equivalent to the existence of an infinite set Y' s; Y such that (.i), 
(y)E Y' & (.i);z"(y)~{.i}n{y}=~. For mEw, we say Ys;X" ism-distributed iff 
there are (x1), .•. , (.im) E Y with 1 ~ i < j ~ m ~ {.i;} n {xi}=~. Clearly, Y s; X" 
will be well-distributed iff it is m-distributed for all mEw. 
If T is a tree and z E s s; T, s<z) denotes the tree induced by Ton {yEs I y ~Tz 
or z ~yy}. 
Let T1 , T2 be w 1 - trees. T1 ® T2 is the tree with domain T1 ® T2 and ordering 
(xl, x2)~ (yl, Y2) ~ xl ~TYl 1\ x2 ~T2 y2, where 
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It is clear that T/i!:J T2 will be an w1-tree, and that T/i9 T2 will be Aronszajn just 
in case at least one of the T; is Aronszajn. The tree T@ · · · Q9 Tn is defined 
similarly. In case T 1 = · · · = Tn = T, we write Tn for T1 @ · · ·@ Tn. 
Lemma 3.1. Let T be an Aronszajn tree, nEw. LetS be an initial section of Tn 
such that every z E S has uncountably many extensions in S. For every z E S there is 
a < w1 such that ("if {3? a )(S~l is well-distributed (S~l = s<zl n T~), of course, the 
{3'th level of s<zl.) 
Proof. We regard n-tuples as n-sequences for the duration of this proof. 
Claim 1. Let z E S, i < n. For each p < w there are zi> ... , Zp E S, z ~ z 1 , •.. , Zp, 
such that z~>···,zP are on the same level of Sand 1~j<k~p-'>z/i)¥zdi). 
Suppose not, and let p be maximal with the above property. Pick z 1, ••• , zP as 
stated. Then if z 1 ~ w, w', w, w' E S, ht (w) = ht (w'), we must have w(i) = w'(i). 
Hence {w(i) I wE s<z1l} is an w1-branch ofT, which is absurd. 
Claim 2. Let z E S. There are z0 , z1 E S, z ~ z0 , zi> such that ht (z0 ) = ht (z 1) and 
(zo "n) n (zl "n) = 0. 
We construct, by induction, on k ~ n, elements z~, z~ of S such that z~, z~? z, 
ht(z~)=ht(z~), and (z~"k)n(z~"k)=0, whence z0 =z3 and z1 =z'i are as re-
quired. 
Set zg = z~ = z. Suppose now that k < n and z~, z~ are defined. By Claim 1, 
pick Wo, ... ' wn E S, z~~ Wo, ... ' wn> ht (wo) = ... = ht (wn), with o~ i <j~ 
n-'>W;(k)¥wj(k). Pick vES, z~~v, ht(v)=ht(w0). For all i~n, 
( v 11 k) n ( W; 11 k) = 0. And by cardinality considerations, there must be i ~ n such 
that w;(k)E v "n. Let i be the least such. Set z~+I = w;, z~+l = v. 
Claim 3. Let z E S. For each m < w there is a~< wl such that z E s ~a~ and s~~ 
is m-distributed. 
By claim 2 and a simple induction on M. Using claim 3, the lemma is easily 
proved now. Let z E s be given. Set az = SUPm<w a~. Clearly, if {3? a', then s~) 
is m-distributed for all m, and hence is well-distributed. D 
As an immediate corollary to Lemma 3.1, we have: 
Corollary 3.2. Let T, n, S be as above. There is a normal function T: w 1 --'> wb 
such that whenever z E ST(v)• then for all Tj > v, S~(~J is well-distributed. D 
Recall that an Aronszajn tree T is special iff there is an order preserving map 
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f: T ~ Q, where Q is the rationals. It is proved in [3, p. 15] that an Aronszajn 
tree T is special iff T = Un<w An where each An is an antichain of T. It follows 
immediately from this fact that no special Aronszajn tree can be Souslin. It is also 
shown in [3 (see reverse of the "contents" page)] that an Aronszajn tree T is 
special iff there is a closed unbounded set C s; w 1 and an order preserving map 
f = T\ C ~ Q, where T\ C denotes the restriction of T to the set T\ C = UaEC Ta. 
We use this fact later. 
We shall now describe a method by which one can generically specialise 
Aronszajn trees, and show that no w1-branches are added to existing w1-trees by 
this process. 
Let T be an Aronszajn tree. Define a poset IP> = !P>(T) as follows. The elements 
of IP> are finite mappings p such that dam (p) s; T, ran (p) s; Q, and 
('Vs, t Edam (p))(s <rt ~ p(s) <0 p(t)). The ordering on IP> is p ~ q ~ p 2 q. 
We say u is a neat subtree of T iff u is a finite subtree of T such that: 
(i) if s, t E u, then s and t lie on the same level of u iff they lie on the same level 
ofT; 
(ii) every point of u has an extension on every higher level of u. 
Let lfD = P(T) be the set of all p E IP> such that dam (p) is a neat subtree of T. 
Regard lfD as a poset in the obvious manner. It is easily seen that lfD is dense in !P>. 
Lemma 3.3. IP> satisfies the c.c.c. 
Proof. It suffices to show that !il satisfies c. c. c. Let X s; !il be uncountable. We show 
that X contains two compatible elements. We may assume that the domains of all 
the members of X are isomorphic (as finite trees). Let n be the number of levels 
in the domain of each member of X There is a largest k ~ n such that 
uncountably many members of X have a domain which is an end-extension of 
some fixed neat subtree, say u0 , of T with k levels. We may assume that in fact 
every member of X has this property. We may further assume that for all p EX, 
p \ u0 is constant. (There are only countably many functions from u0 to 0..) Hence, 
if k = n, we are done. Assume that k < n. We may assume that the (k + 1)'st level 
of the domain of each member of X lies on aT-level unique for that member. (By 
choice of k). Let m be the cardinality of the (k + 1)'st level of the domain of each 
member of X Let U be the set of all such (k + 1)'st levels of domains. of members 
of X 
Let <a be a linear ordering of T, each a, such that: 
x, y ETa & x', y' E T13 & a< {3 & X <rx' & y <r y' & X <a y ~ x' < 13 y'. 
By means of the orderings <a, a< w 1, the set U determines, in a natural manner, 
an initial section of Tm, say S. Since U is uncountable, we can assume that each 
member of S has uncountably many extensions in S. (Discard those members of S 
which do not have this property.) 
Pick an arbitrary member (Z) of S, {z}E U. Let a= hts ((z)). By Lemma 3.1 we 
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can find {3 >a such that s<J> is well-distributed. Pick extensions (z1), (z2) of (Z) in 
S13 such that {Z1} n {Z2} = 0. We may then pick (y1), (y2) E U such that (zi) ~s (yi), 
each i. Let p1 , p2 be those members of X such that {YJ is the (k + l)'st level of 
dom (pJ, each i. Clearly, dom (p1) n dom (p2) = u0 , and if x E dom (p1), y E 
dam (p2), and x, y~ u0 , then x and y are incomparable in T. Hence p1 U p2 has an 
extension in !P, and we are done. 0 
Lemma 3.4. Let M be a c.t.m. of ZFC, T an Aronszajn tree in M. Let IP = 
[IP(T)]M. If G isM-generic on IP, then M[G]I="T is a special Aronszajn tree". 
Proof. The proof is quite straightforward. In particular, by Lemma 3.3 w~ = 
w~[GJ, so Tis still an w 1-tree in M[G]. And the set U G is an order-embedding 
of T into iQ in M[G]. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Let M be a c. t.m. of ZFC, T an Aronszajn tree in M, IP = [IP(T)]M. 
Let U be any w 1-tree in M. Let G be M-generic on IP. Let b be an w 1-branch of U in 
M[ G]. Then bE M. 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that b~ M. We derive a contradiction. 
Work in M[G]. For each xEb, pick PxEtPnG such that Pxi~".XEb". Since 
U E M, if p If-" x E b" and y < u 'x, then p If- "y E b ". Hence we may assume that the 
domains of each of the Px are isomorphic as finite trees. Let k be the largest k ~ n 
such that the domain of uncountably many of the Px is an end-extension of some 
fixed subtree u0 of T with k levels. We may assume that the domain of each Px 
en<!-extends u0 , and that Px t u0 = p for all x E B, where p is fixed. We may further 
assume that if x, y E B, x <u y, then the (k + l)'st level of dam (pJ lies below the 
(k + l)'st level of dam (py) in T. Let Y be the set of all (k + l)'st levels of the 
domains of the Px, x E B. As in Lemma 3.3, Y defines an initial section of Tm, 
where m is the cardinality of the (k + l)'st level of each dam (px), x E b. We may 
assume that this initial section, S, say, has the property that each element of S has 
uncountably many extensions in S. 
Let w denote the isomorphism type of all dam (px), x E b. 
Claim. There is x0 E U, x0 ~ b, such that A(x0 ) holds, where 
A(x) = (Vv< w 1)(31) > v)(3q EIP)p s; q & dam (q) = w & (dam (q))k+ 1 
s; T7] & 
q If- ".X E b"). 
In M, set b' ={x E U\ A(x)}. If XE b, then pY lf-".X E b" for ally E b, y >ux. So by 
our assumptions on the Px, we have b s; b'. If the claim were false, then we would 
clearly have b' s; b, whence b = b' EM, a contradiction. This proves the claim. 
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Fix x0 as in the claim now. Let xi E b, htu (xi)= htu (x0 ). Let {z} be the (k + l)'st 
level of dom (pxJ Pick f3 > htrn((z)) such that s~z> is well-distributed. Pick q 2 p, 
dom (y) = w, such that the (k + l)'st level of dom (q), { w} say, lies above level {3 in 
T, and such that qll-"x0 Eb". (By choice of x0 , such a q always exists.) Let 
(w'),;:;T'" (w), (w')E Tf;. Pick (v')E s~z) such that {v'}n{w'}= \3. Pick {v}E y such 
that ( v') ,;_; ( v), and let y be that y E b such that {v} is the (k + l)'st level of 
dom(py). Now, dom(q)ndom(py)=u0 , q~u0 =py~u0 =p, and if sis in the 
(k + l)'st level of dom (y) and tis in the (k + l)'st level of dom (py), then s and t 
are T -incomparable. Hence pY U q E IP. 
Since (z),;:;(iJ) and xi, y E b, we have xi ,;.;rY· Hence pY 11-"xi E b". Hence 
P Uqll-"x Eh" Again qll-"x Eb" sop Uqll-"x Eh" So as ht (x)= y 1 · ' 0' y 0 · ' uO 
htu (xi), we must have x0 =xi. Hence x0 E b, a contradiction. The proof is 
complete. 0 
We shall now establish two basic lemmas concerning situations when forcin!} 
extensions do not introduce new branches to wi-trees in the ground model. The 
first of these lemmas extends the result of [9]. Indeed, the proof consists of 
arranging matters so that a Silver-type argument can be carried out. Unfortu-
nately, the generality in which we require the result increases the size of the proof 
by a factor of about 5 over the original Silver argument. 
Lemma 3.6. Let M be a c.t.m. of ZFC. Let C, IP be posets in M such that MII-"IC 
satisfies the c.c.c. & IP is a-closed". Let G be M-generic for ICXIP. (Thus, in 
particular, w~ = w~[Gl). Let 
Gc={pEIC I (p, l)E G}, GIP'={q EIP I (1, q)E G}. 
(Thus Gc is M- generic for C, GIP' is M[ Gc]- generic for IP, and M[ G] = M[ GcJ x 
[ GIP'].) Let T be an we tree in M[ GcJ. If b is a cofinal branch of T in M[ G], then 
bE M[GcJ. 
Proof. Let us begin by remarking that since IP is not necessarily a-closed in 
M[ Gc], we cannot argue quite as Silver does. In fact, what we do, is to prove that 
there are sequences (qs Is E 2~) and (an In< w) in M such that it is possible to 
carry out a Silver-type argument, using these sequences (the qs will be members 
of IP, decreasing along branches of 2!9, and the an will be ordinals indexing certain 
levels of T), in M[ GcJ, thereby obtaining the desired result along the lines of the 
Silver argument. 
Since we shall be simultaneously considering the forcing relations 11-:'{ and 
ll-~0cl, it will avoid ambiguity of notation to supress the explicit distinction 
between the elements of the various generic extensions and their names in the 
corresponding forcing la?guage. We shall therefore write, for example, wi instead 
of wi, or b instead of b. (This will avoid such awkwardness as T, which would 
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otherwise arise.) In each case, the context will indicate the precise meaning 
intended. 
We shall assume that the lemma is false, and derive a contradiction. So let b be 
a co final branch of T in M[ G], b i M[ Gel There is no loss of generality if we 
assume that T = (w 1, ,;;;r), and we shall therefore do just this. It will also simplify 
matters if we assume that 11f-~[Gcl "b is a co final branch of T not in M[ Gc]". (In 
the general case, we must pick some q0 E GIF' which forces this statement, and then 
work with {q E OJ> I q ,;;;IF'q0} in place of OJ>. Since the argument would be entirely 
similar in this case, our assumption causes no essential loss of generality.) It will 
likewise be advantageous (and equally harmless) to assume that: 1 I~ "[T = 
(w1 , ,;;;r) is an w1-tree & 11f-~[Gcl "b is a cofinal branch ofT not in M[GcJ"]". We 
shall also assume that T0 ={0}, and that 1 I~ "T0 ={0}", again a harmless 
assumption. 
Having disposed now of all the preliminaries, we may get down to the heart of 
the matter. Working in M, we shall construct sequences (qs Is E 2!9) and (an I n < 
w) such that: 
(i) S E 2!9 --'? qs E OJ>; 
(ii) S s; f--'? qi ,;;;IF' qs; 
(iii) n < w --'? an < w1 ; 
(iv) m < n--'? am< an; 
(v) if s E 2n, then 1 lf-~"(3x E TcxJ(qs I~[Gcl "x E: b")"; 
(vi) if s E 2n, then 1 I~ "[if X E Tcx" & qs I~[Gel "x E b", then there are x0 , x1 E 
TCXn+I' Xo ¥- Xl, X <rXo, Xt. such that qsn(i) lf-~GcJ "X; E b" (i = 0, 1)]". 
This will produce the required contradiction as follows. Place ourselves in 
M[GcJ. Then the statements 1-forced in (v) and (vi) above are true. We can thus 
define a sequence (xs I s E 2,..) of elements of T as follows. 
Let x~ be the unique member of T0 , namely 0. Notice that 11f-~Gcl "x~E b". 
Suppose now that sE2n, xs is defined, XsETcx"' and qs~~[Gel "xsEb". Then 
we can find Xsn(O)• Xsn(l) E TCXn+I' Xsn(O) ¥- Xsn(l)• Xs <rXsn(O)• Xsn(l)• such that 
qsn(i) lf-~G~] "Xsn(i) E b ", Notice that S, t E 2n & S ¥- t--'? Xs i' x,. 
Let a= SUPn<w an" Suppose f E 2w n M. Then f determines a branch of 2!9, 
namely <ft n In< w). Now, for s, t E 2!9, s s; t--'? q, ,;;;IF'qs. So, as (qs Is E 2!9) is in M, 
and OJ> is a-closed in the sense of M, we can find qf E OJ> such that 
(Vn<w)(qf,;;;IF'qfrn). Then for all n<w, qrlf-~[Gel "xnnEbnTcx"". Hence, as 
11~Gcl "b is a cofinal branch ofT", qfi~[Gcl "(3x E b n Tcx)(Vn < w)(xftn <rx)". 
So we can pick q{ ,;;;IF' qf and Xr E Tcx such that qf I~[Gel "Xr E b" and 
(Vn < w)(xnn <rxr). 
Let A= {xr If E 2w n M}. Thus As; Tex. But look, iff, g E 2w n M and fie- g, then 
for some n<w, ftni'gtn, where Xnn"F-xgrn- Hence asxttn<rxr and Xgrn<rXg, 
xr"F- xg. Thus A has cardinality at least that of 2w n M. But, since IC satisfies c.c.c. 
in M, 2w n M is uncountable (in M[ GcJ, where we are at present). Hence A is 
uncountable, which contradicts the facts that As; Tcx and T is an w1-tree. 
We turn now to the construction of the sequences (qs Is E 2!9) and (an In< w). 
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From now on we shall work in M, unless specified otherwise. We shall write lf-e in 
place of If-~ and lf-IP' in place of I~Gel. (Actually, by virtue of our previous 
conventions, we are already using I~ Gel in place of the term of the (M, C)-forcing 
language with denotes this relation in M[ Gc].) 
Claim 1. Let a<w 1, qEIP. There is q',;;;IP'q such that lif-e "(3yET"')x 
(q' If-IF' "yE b ")." 
Proof. By recursion we define a sequence ((pv, qv, y) I v <B), some fJ < w 1 , so 
that: 
(i) v< fJ ~ Pv EC & qv EIP: 
(ii) v<T<fJ~ Pv-1-p.,. & q.,.,;;;IP'qv,;;;IP'q; 
(iii) p)f-e"[yvETa & q)f-IP>"YvEb"]". 
The ordinal fJ will be determined by the construction breaking down. Since 
{Pv I v < B} will be pairwise incompatible in C, we will necessarily have fJ < w 1 . The 
definition will, in fact, only break down when {pv I v < 8} is maximally pairwise 
incompatible in C. 
Suppose then we are at stage v, having defined ((p.,., q.,., y.,.) IT< v) suitably. (This 
includes the case v = 0.) If {p.,. IT< v} is maximally pairwise incompatible, set 8 = v 
and be done. Otherwise, pick p E C such that T < v ~ p-1- p.,., and (since IP is 
O"-closed) pick q~EIP such that (VT< v)(q~,;;;IP'q.,.). 
Now, llf-c"[llf-IP'"(3yET"')(yEb)"]". Hence 
plf-e"[q~lf-IP'"(3yET"')(y E b)"]". 
Hence 
Hence there is p' ,;;;c p and r ,;;;IP' q ~ and y E w 1 such that 
p'lf-c "[yE Ta 1\ rlf-IP' "y E b"J". Set Pv = p', Yv = y, qv = r. 
That completes the definition of the sequence «Pv, qv, y) I v < 8). Pick q' E IP 
such that (Vv < 8)(q' ,;;;IP'qJ. We claim that q' is as required. Clearly, q' ,;;;IP'q. We 
must show that 
lif-e "(:ilyE Ta)(q' lf-IP' "yEb")". 
It suffices to show that 
is dense in C. So let p E C be given. Since {pv I v < 8} is maximal pairwise 
incompatible, there is v < 8 such that p- Pv· Pick p' ,;;;ep, Pv· Since p',;;;; cPv, 
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Hence 
p' lf-c "(31y E T"')( q' lf-IP' "y E b ") ". 
So, as p' ,;;;;cp, we are done. qed (Claim 1). 
Claim 2. Let a<wb qEP, and suppose that llf-c"(3xETa)(qlf-p"XEb")." Then 
there is (3<w 1, {3>a, and q0 , q 1 ,;;;;pq such thatllf-c"[if XET"' & qlf-p"xEb", 
then there are x0 , x 1 E T13 , x
0 ;;i x 1 , x <rx0 , xI, such that qi lf-IP' "xi E b "]". 
Proof. We argue much as in Claim 1. We define, by induction, a sequence ((pv, xv, 
x~, x~, q~, q~, {3) I v < 8) (some 8 < w1) so that: 
(i) v<8 ~ Pv EC & q~EP & xv, X~E w1 & f3v <w 1 ; 
(ii) {pv I v < 8} is a maximal pairwise incompatible subset of C; 
(iii) v<T<O~q~,;;;;IP'q~,;;;;IP'q; 
(iv) p If- "[x E T & q If- "x E b "]" · v <C v 0: I? v ' 
(v) p If- "[xi E T. & x0 ;;i x 1 & x ,;;;; xi & qi lh ".t E b"]" 
V C V /3v V V V T V V [pl V • 
Suppose ((p,., X,., xe, x!, qe, q!, f3-r> IT< v) is defined. If {pT IT< v} is maximal pair-
wise incompatible, set 8 = v and be done. Otherwise pick p E C with T < 
v~p-1-p-r, and pick r0 , r1 EP with ('VT<v)(ri,;;;;IP'q~). Now, by assumption, 
llf-c(3xET"')(qlf-p"xEb"). So, by extending p if necessary, we may assume that 
for some xEw1, plf-c"[xET"' & qlf-p"xEb"]". 
Leaving M for the time being, let us suppose that His any set M-generic for C 
with p E H. In M[H], therefore, x E T"' and ri lf-IP' "x E b", i = 0, 1. And, moreover, 
b!E M[H], since li~Hl "be M[H]". Placing ourselves in M[H], now, we see that 
there are {3>a, rw, ri 1 ,;;;;pri(i=O, 1), and elements xii of T13 (i,j=O, 1), with 
x <rxii, xi 0 ,i xi 1 , and rii lf-IP' "xii E b". To see this, it clearly suffices to show that for 
any rEP, if rlf-"x E b", then there are r', r" ,;;;;IP'r and x', x" E T13, some {3 >a, such 
that x<rx', x", x';;ix", and r'lf-p"x'Eb" and r"lf-p".x''Eb". Well suppose other-
wise. Then, clearly, b' ={x E Tl (3r',;;;;pr)(r' lf-p"xEb") is a cofinal branch ofT. But 
since r lf-IP' "b' = b ", this means that rlf-IP' "bE M[H]", which is absurd. 
Hence, as H was arbitrary M -generic with p E H, returning now to M we see 
that: 
p lf-c "(3{3 >a )(3rw, ri 1 ,;;;;IP' ri)(3xw, xi 1 E T13 ) 
[x <rxii & xw ;;i xi 1 & rii lf-IP' "xii E b"]". 
So there is p' ,;;;;cP and {3 >a and rii ,;;;;IP'ri and xii E w1 such that xw ,i xi 1 and: 
p' lf-c "[ii E T 13 & x <rxii & rii lf-IP' "xii E b"]". 
Since xi 0 ,i xil, each i, we may assume that, say, x00 ,i x 11 • (At least one of x00, x01 
is not the same as one of x 10 , x 11 .). Set xv = x, x~ = xii, q~ = rii, f3v = {3. That 
completes the construction. 
Let {3 = SUPv<ll f3v, and pick q~, qi in p so that (Vv < 8)(q~ ,;;;;[P>q~). By Claim 1, 
extend q~ to qi so that lif-e "(3yE T13 )(qi lf-IP' "y E b"). 
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Then {3, q0 , q 1 are as required by Claim 2. As before, it will suffice to show that 
the set of elements of C which force the statement concerned is dense in C. So let 
p E C be given. Pick v < 8 with p ~ Pv, and pick p' E C, p' :S;.e;p, Pv· Since p' :S;.cPv, 
P'lf- "[x ET &qif- "x Eb"]" C v a (Ill v · 
P, If- "[xi E T & x0 ¥- x 1 & x ,; xi & qi I~ "xi E b"]" C V f3v V V V T V P V • 
Since llf-c"(3xET13 )(qilf-IP'"xEb")", we can find p"~cP' and x;Ew1 with: 
p" lf-c "[.xi E T13 & qi If-IF' "xi E b"]". 
(*) 
(**) 
(***) 
It follows from(**) and(***) that: p"lf-c"xv,;Txi & x0 fx 1". Thus, by(*) and 
(***), we have: 
p" lf-c "[xvE T"' & q If-IF' "xv E b" & x0, X 1 E T13 
& X0 ¥- x1 & Xv :S;.Txi & qi If-IF' "xi E b"]". 
But of course there can be at most one x such that p" lf-c "[xE T"' & q If-IF' "x E b"]". 
Hence p" forces the statement which occurs in the claim. qed (Claim 2). 
We are now ready to carry out the construction of the sequences (qs Is E 219 ) 
and (an In< w). We continue to work in M. 
Let q0 = 1, a0 = 0. Suppose now that we are at stage n, having defined 
(qs I sE2~), (am I m,;n). For each sE2n, llf-c"(3xET,,J(qslf-IP'"xEb")", so by 
Claim 2 we can find q~, q! ,;IP'qs such that, for some f3s >a, lif-e "[if 
xET"'"&qsif-IP'"xEb", then there are x0 , x 1 ET13,,x0 ¥-x1, x<rx 0 , x\ such that 
q~ If-IF' ".xi E b"]". Let an+!= supsE2 " f3s· For each s E 2", i = 0, 1, extend q~ to qsn(i) so 
that llf-c"(3xET"'"+)(qs(i)lf-IP'"xEb")", by Claim 1. That completes the construc-
tion. It is clearly as required. The lemma is thus proved. 0 
Our next lemma concerns iteration sequences. 
Lemma 3.7. Let M be a c.t.m. of ZFC, A a limit ordinal in M, (IPv I v< A+ 1) an 
iteration sequence in M, Tan w 1-tree in M. Let G beM-generic on IP,~.. For v<A, set 
Gv={p~vlpEG}. (Thus by Lemmas 1.4 and 1.2, Gv isM-generic on IPv and 
G = Gv ® av for a unique av which is M[ GJ-generic over a certain poset IPV in 
M[ GJ, with IP,~. = IP v ®IPv (suitably interpreted).) Let bE M[ G] be a cofinal branch 
of T. If w~ = w~[GJ, then for some v <A, bE M[ GJ. 
Proof. Case 1. cfM[Gl(A) = w. 
Working in M[G], for each xEb pick PxEG so that p)~"xEb". Let 
Y"' =support (p"'). Since cf (w1) > w, there is an uncountable set b' s; b such that, 
for some v <A, x E b' ___,. Yx £ v. Then, clearly, 
b = {x E T I (3y E T)(x ,;T y 1\ (3p E GJ(p* I~ "yE b"))}, 
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where, for p E Ill v' p* E Ill>.. is defined by 
p*(~) = {pl(~) if ~ < v, 
if v~~<A. 
Hence b E M[ GJ. 
Case 2. cfM[GJ(A) > w 1. 
Again we work in M[ G], picking Px, x E b, as before. This time, v = 
sup {max (supp (px)) I x E b}< A, so, arguing as above, bE M[GJ. 
Case 3. cfM[Gl(A) = w 1. 
This is the non-trivial case. We assume that b is not in any M[ GJ, v <A, and 
derive a contradiction. To commence, pick Px, x E b, in M[ G] as before, with 
Yx = supp (Px) for each x. We may assume that for each x E b, Px II-IF'\ "b is a branch 
of T". Since Px li-p,_" z E b" for all z ~Tx, we may assume that IYx I= n for all x E b, 
where n is fixed. We may further assume that sup {max ( YJ I x E b} = A; otherwise 
we are done as in Case 2. Let Yx = {y~, ... , yj, each x E b. Let m ~ n be least 
such that sup {y~ I x E b} =A, and let v =sup {y~_ 1 I x E b}. Again, as Px 11-IP', "z E b" 
for all z ~rX, we may assume that z <rx ~ v < y~ < y~ for all z, x E b. Thus, for 
x, z E b, yx n yz ~ v and X <rz ~max (Yx- v)<min (Yz- v). 
Claim. There is pE!fl>.., rtvEGv, and zET, z~b, such that pll-~"zEb". 
Proof. Suppose not. Let 
b' = {x E T I (3p E lflJ(p tv E Gv & pI~" Z E b")}. 
Then b' ~b. But of course, b ~ b'. Here b = b' EM[ GJ, a contradiction. qed 
(Claim) 
Pick now pE!fl>.., ptvEGv, zET,, with z~b and pll-~"zEb". Pick xEb, 
htr (x) ~a, such that min ( Yx- v) >max (supp (p )). By choice of x, there is y E 
T"' n b such that Px 11-IP', "y E b". (Namely, that yET"' such that y <rx.) Since z E T, 
but z ~ b, we must have z fc. y of course. Now, p tv, Px tv E Gv, so we can find 
q E Gv, q ~IP'vP tv, Px tv. Clearly, if we define q0 , q1 E Ill>.. by: 
qotv=qttv=q, 
qo(~)=p(~)} for v~~<A, 
ql(~) = Px(~) 
But supp (q0 ) n supp (q1) ~ v, by choice of x. Hence if we recursively define r E Ill>.. 
so that: 
r~v=q, 
r(~ + 1) = {(r(~), (qo(~ + 1))1>, if ~ E supp (q0)- v, (r(~), (q1 (~ + 1))1>, if ~ E supp (q1)- v 
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(There is clearly a unique r E A which satisfies these requirements.) then r,;;;; q0 , 
q1 . Hence rlf-p,._"z,xEbnT"'". Hence rlf-"z=x", which is absurd. (Since 
r ,;;;;!", q 1 ,;;;; Px, r If-" b is a branch of T", of course.) This completes the proof. 0 
We rna y now get down to the construction of our model of ~ KT + MA. From 
now on, M will denote a fixed c.t.m. of ZFC+ V = L, K an inaccessible cardinal in 
M. (The assumption that M satisfies V = L is not really necessary, just conve-
nient.) 
Let IP = [\P(K)]M, where \P(K) is as defined in Section 2. As before, for A< K, we 
define, in M, 
\Pil = {N(w1 X A) If E IP}, IPA = {f- N(wlxA) If E \P}. 
Again, there is a canonical isomorphism IP~IPA X\PA in M (where IPA X\PA is 
defined as in Lemma 1.1.), so by Lemma 1.1, if His M-generic on \P, 
then HA isM-generic on \PA, HA is M[HA]-generic on IP\ and H = HA X H\ etc. 
We fix H some M-generic subset of IP from now on, and set N=M[H]. We 
work in N until further notice. 
Recall now that if C is any poset, the set of all x E N<o such that IIX £ 
w1 Xw 1W==1 is in one-one correspondence with BA(C)<w,xw,l. Hence, as GCH 
holds, if ICI = wb then I{ X E Nc~ IIX c;; wl X wlllc= 1}1,;;;; w2. Let T be a function such 
that for each poset C of cardinality at most w1 , r(C) is an enumeration of {X E N(0 IIIX s; wl X wlllc= 1} of type w2. Let p: w2 X w2~w2 be such that p(~, ();?; 
~, (for all ~, (, and let i, j be the inverse functions to p, with p(i(~), j(~)) =~for all 
~-
We define an iteration sequence (Cv lv,;;;; w2> such that: 
(i) v,;;;; w2 ~ Cw satisfies c.c.c. 
(ii) v < w2 ~ ICv!,;;;; W1. 
To commence, set C0 = qj) the two element boolean algebra. If lim (A), let CA be 
the limit of (Cv lv <A> (in the sense of Section 1.) Finally, suppose (Cv lv,;;;; A) is 
defined, A< w2. Let \R = r(Ci(ll))(j(A)), the j(A)'th member of the r-enumeration of {X E Nc,,,,J IIIX s; w1 x w1llc,,,, = 1}. There are three cases to consider. 
Case 1. It is not the case that II-~, "IR is a c. c. c. partial ordering of w1". 
Then set CA+ 1 = CA 0 ~-
Case 2. Case 1 fails and ll"there is an w1-tree T and a term b of the \R-forcing 
language such that ll"b is a cofinal branch ofT not in N[GA]v"IIIR> O"llc, =0. 
Then set CA+ 1 = CA 0\R. 
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Case 3. Otherwise. 
Then d > 0, where d = ll"there is an w1-tree T and a term b of the IR-forcing 
language such that II" b is a co final branch of T not in N[ GA]v "IIIR > O"llc•. 
Claim. d = d', where d' =II" there is -an Aronszajn tree T and a term b of the 
IR-forcing language such that II "b is a cofinal branch of T not in N[ GA ]v "IIIR > 
o "lie·. 
Proof. Clearly, d' ,;;;c, d. (We use CA to denote both the poset CA itself and th~ 
complete boolean algebra of which it is a dense subposet.) For the converse, let 
GA be any N-generic subset of CA with dE GA. Working in N[GJ now, pick Tan 
w1-tree and b a term of the IR-forcing language such that e = ll"b is a cofinal 
branch of T not in N[GJv"IIR>O". Let 
T induces a tree ordering on U. We show that the resulting tree, V, is Aronszajn. 
Well, clearly, U n T"' ;t': 0 for all a< w1. (Since e 11-IR "b is a co final branch of T" .) 
And if xEU"', then there is (3>a and y1, Y2EU13 with x<rYI, Y2 and Y1;t':y2. 
(Since eii-IR"b~N[GJv".) Moreover, (Va<w1)(VxE U"')(V(3>a)(3yE U13 )x 
(x <r y ). (Again since e 11-IR" b is a co final branch of T" .) Hence V is an w1-tree. 
Suppose V h<t,d a cofinal branch h. Then h would be a cofinal branch of T, of 
course. Since eii-IR "hiE N[G,\r", eii-IR "h;t: b". So eii-IR "(3a < w 1)(h n t"' ;t: 
bnT"')". By c.c.c. for IR, we can find a<w1 such that eii-IR "hnf.,_;t:bnf,;'. 
Hence h n T"'!E U, which is absurd. Hence Vis an Aronszajn tree. 
But by definition of V, e 11-IR "b is a co final branch of lJ". Since GA was 
arbitrary N-generic on CA with dE GA, we have thus shown that dll-~, "[there is 
an Aronszajn tree V and a term b of the IR-forcing language such that II "b is a 
cofinal branch of V not in N[GA]" IIIR>O]". Hence d,;;;c,d'. qed. (Claim) 
Now, we clearly have II(3T0 )[T0 is an Aronszajn tree & if there is an Aronszajn 
tree T and a term b of theIR-forcing language such that II "b is a cofinal branch of 
T not in N[GAf" IIIR>O, then T0 is such a TJIIc, =1. So by the maximum 
principle there is T0 E N<c,_> such that: 
(i) II T0 is an Aronszajn tree lie,= 1; and (by the claim) 
(ii) d ,;;;c, Ill there is a term b of the IR-forcing language such that II "b is a co final 
branch of T0 not in N[GJv" IIIR>OIIIc,, 
Let []) E N<<e) be such that II[])= lfl>(T0)IIc, = 1, where lfl>(T0 ) is, as defined earlier, the 
poset of finite embeddings of T0 into Q. Set CA+1 = CA x [D. For later use, we 
prove: 
Lemma 3.8. II "IR satisfies c.c.c.lll<e,+l ;t': 1". 
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Proof. Let G" be N-generic on C" with dE G". Thus, in N[G"] we can pick a 
term b of theIR-forcing language with e = \\ "b is a cofinal branch of T0 not in 
N[GA]V" w~> 0. Let K be N[GA]-generic on !G. (Thus GA 0K is an arbitrary 
N-generic subset of CA+1 containing (d, 1), by Lemma 1.2.) In N[G"][K], there is 
f: T0 ~ Q which preserves order. Working now in N[ G"][K], pick e"' :;;;IRe and 
x"' E (T0)"', a< w1, such that e)~[G,..J "x"' E b". Since Q is countable, there is an 
uncountable set A<;; w1 such that[''{:~"' \a E A}= {q} for some fixed q E Q. And for 
a, {3 E A, we must therefore have x"' and x13 incomparable in T0 , since f: T0 ~ Q 
preserves order. It follows that a, {3 E A ~ e"' 7- e13 , of course. Hence { c"' \ a E A} is 
an uncountable pairwise incompatible subset of IR. 
So, by choice of G;.. and K, (d, 1) 11-~Hl "IR does not satisfy the c.c.c.". 0 
We are now in a position to complete the proof. Pick G now N-generic for C, 
where C=(Cw)N: We show that N[G]II- "2w=w2 +MA+--..KT". 
Lemma 3.9. NII-(Va:;:;;; w2)(C"' satisfies the c.c.c.). 
Proof. By Lemmas 1.3 and 1.5 and the definition of the iteration sequence. 0 
Proof. By induction on a in N. 0 
In particular, Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10 tell us that our construction of the iteration 
sequence never broke down. 
Lemma 3.11. (i) N and N[ G] have the same cardinals, 
(ii) N[G]II-2"':;:;;w2 • 
Proof. Standard. 0 
Lemma 3.12. N[G]II-MA+2"' =w2 . 
Proof. It suffices (by virtue of Lemma 3.11 (ii) and the properties of MA) to show 
that MA is valid in N[G]. Well suppose not. Then, by the maximum principal for 
N<cw} we can pick X, Z E N<cwzl such that: 
(i) In N, II X<;; wl X wl is a c.c.c. partial ordering of wl l\cw2 = 1; 
(ii) In N, II z is an wl-sequence of dense subsets of X 1\cwz= 1; 
(iii) In N[G], \\X has a Z-generic subset \\cwz E G. We work inN until further 
notice. We have BA(Cw) = lim'Y<"'z (BA (C'Y)) So, as CWz satisfies c.c.c., BA(CWz) = 
u'Y<Wz BA (C'Y). So, as cf (wz) = w2, there is 1' < Wz with X, z E N(C). And clearly, 
in particular we have \\X<;; w1 x w1\\c, = 1. So for some o < w2 , X= r(C'Y)(o). Let 
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A= p( y, 8). Thus X= T(C;(><))(j(A)). Clearly, as N<eJ c:; N<e~,l, we have: 
(i)' IIX c:; wl X wl is a c. c. c. partial ordering of wl lie, = 1; 
(ii)' II Z is an w1-sequence of dense subsets of X lie, = 1; (This depends upon the 
particular nature of the assertions involved, of course.) 
Consider now the definition of C><+ 1 . Since now the"~~" of this definition is our 
X, it must have been the case that either Case 2 or Case 3 held when C><+ 1 was 
defined. 
Suppose first that Case 2 held. Thus C><+ 1 =C>< ®X. Hence, leaving N now and 
passing to N[G], G><+ 1 = G>< ®K, where K is N[G><]-generic over X. (We use X 
and Z to denote the interpretations of X and Z in both N[G><] and N[G], since 
these interpretations will of course be identical (as X, Z E N<eJ).) 
But Z E N[G><], and N[G><H= "Z is an w1-sequence of dense subsets of X". 
Hence K is in fact Z-generic on X. Thus there is p E G such that p If-~ "X has a 
Z-generic subset", which contradicts condition (iii) above. "' 2 
Suppose now that Case 3 held. Work in N. By Lemma 2, II "X has an 
uncountable pairwise incompatible subset "lie,"> 0. Hence (by the nature of the 
assertion). II "x has an uncountable pairwise incompatible subset" r"2 > o, con-
trary to condition (i) above. The lemma is proved. 0 
Lemma 3.13. N[ G] t= ~ KT. 
Proof. Let T=(w1 ,;;T) be an wctree in N[G]. We show that T cannot be 
Kurepa. By means of the truth lemma for forcing with c;:
2 
over N, we can find 
A< w'i such that TEN[ G><]. Now, N = (L[H])N, and, essentially, H c:; K = w~, so 
we can (by the condensation lemma) find 8 < K, such that T, C>< E M[Hs][ GJ, 
where 
By Lemmas 1.4 and 1.2, N[G]=N[G><][G><] for a certain set o>< which is 
N[G><]f-generic over a poset in N[G><]. And by Lemma 1.1, N = M[Hs][Hs], 
where Hs is M[Hs]-generic over IPs. But IPs, C>< E M[Hs], so by Lemma 1.1 again, 
G>< is M[HsJ-generic over C>< and Hs is M[Hs][G><]-generic over IPs and 
M[H8 ][ G><][H8 ] = M[H8 ][H8 ][ G><] = N[ G><]. 
Now, in M[H8 ], C>< satisfies the c.c.c. (because it does so in M[H]) and IP8 is 
(]"-closed (since IPs introduces no new countable sequences to M), so by Lemma 
3.6, any cofinal branch of Tin N[G><] already lies in M[H8 ][G><]. It follows that 
any cofinal branch of Tin N[ G><] already lies in M[H8 ][ G,\]. This is proved by an 
induction on the iteration sequence (Cv I v < w2) in N. Limit stages in the 
induction follow immediately from Lemma 3.7 together with Lemma 1.4. And 
successor stages in the induction follow from the definition of cv+l from cv if 
Case 1 or Case 2 held in this definition, and from Lemma 3.5 if Case 3 held. 
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But H8 @G" isM-generic for 1Jl>8 @C" and I1P>8 xC"IM < K, so by Lemma 2.5, K is 
inaccessible in M[H8 ][G"](=M[H8 @G"]). So, T has fewer than K cofinal 
branches in M[H8 ][G"], and hence fewer than K = wf[GJ branches in N[G]. 
Hence T cannot be Kurepa. The proof is complete. 0 
That completes our proof of the consistency of the theory ZFC + "-7' KT + MA. 
We complete the section by giving a precise characterisation of those c.c.c. posets 
which do not introduce new cofinal branches to existing w1-trees. This should 
throw some light onto Cases 2 and 3 of the above iteration. 
Lemma 3.14. Let IB be a c.c.c. complete Boolean algebra. The following are 
equivalent: 
(i) There is an w 1-tree T and a term l of v<IBJ such that Ill is a cofinal branch ofT 
not in Vll13 >0. 
(ii) There is a Souslin tree U and an order-inverting one-one embedding f: U ~ 
1B such that the initialisation of f"(U- ur a) in 1B is a dense below V (f"U) in IB for 
all a< w 1 • 
Proof. (i) ~ (ii). Pick T, l as in (i), and let b0 = Ill is a cofinal branch of T not in 
V 1113• Let A= {x E Tlllx E 11113 ~ b0}. Clearly, A is an initial section of T. Define 
f: A ~ IB by f(x) = llx E 111. Clearly, for x, yEA, x os;T y ~ f(y) os;13 f(x ). By the 
definition of b0 , A, if x E An Tw there is {3 >a and y, z E An T13, y,.e z, such that 
x <yy, z and f(y), f(z) oF f(x). We can thus define (recursively) a normal function 
'T: w1 ~ w1 such that: 
(a) if a<{3<w1 , xEAnT,.<aJ• yEAnT,.<f3l• and x<yy, then f(y)<13f(x); 
(b) if a< (1)1 and X E An T,.(a)• there are y, z E An T,.(a+1) such that YoF z and 
X <yy, Z. 
Let U =An [Ua<wl T,.(.,)], and let U be the tree on U induced by T. Clearly, U is 
an w1-tree, and for x, y E U, htu (x) = htu (y) ~ hty(X) = hty (y). Since IB satisfies 
the c.c.c., the choice of b0 , A tells us that A has no uncountable antichains (in the 
sense of os;T). Hence u is a Souslin tree. It follows easily that u and n u are as in 
(ii). (In particular, notice that V (f' U) = b0 .) 
(ii) ~ (i). Let U, f be as in (ii), and set T = f'U. Let l be the v<IBJ_term G n t, 
where (as usual) G = {(b, b) I bE IB}. To check that T, l are as in (i), we let G be 
any V -generic subset of IB containing V (f' U). For each a < wb G has a non-
empty intersection with T- Tr a, and hence with T.,. Hence G n T is a co final 
branch of T. But G n T= zv[al, of course. Hence V (f'U)I't-"l is a cofinal branch 
of T not in V", as required. D 
Corollary 3.15. Let IB be a c.c.c. complete Boolean algebra. The following are 
equivalent: 
(i) There is an w 1-tree T and a term l of v<IBJ such that: Ill is a cofinal branch of 
T not in V 1113 = 1. 
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(ii) There is a subset U c;:; lB such that 
(a) ( U, ~llll> is a Souslin tree; 
(b) For each a < w 1 , U" is a maximal antichain of !B. 0 
4. More preF tminaries 
Of our f:ight consistency results, there remains only one still to be proved; 
namely, the theory ZFC + __._, KT + __._, ST + CH. This is by far the most difficult case 
to handlf:. Indeed, simply to obtain a model of ZFC + __._, ST + CH is very difficult, 
and wa'.> done by Jensen only after a considerable amount of effort had been 
expended in this direction. Jensen's proof of this result was published in [3]. Our 
proof will be a modification of the Jensen argument, and we shall assume that the 
reader has :a copy of [3] at hand. (He need not have read all of [3]. We shall 
simply omit all proofs which occur in, or are simple modifications of proofs 
occurring i•n, [3]. In this section, we develop all of the machinery we need for our 
proof. Mwch of this is taken from [3], and hence will only be summarised here. 
From now on, it will be convenient to regard trees as growing "downwards" 
rather th<m "upwards". Accordingly, in the definition of "tree", "w1-tree", etc., 
we shall regard ~ as being replaced by ~ from now on. An immediate 
consequence of this is that any w 1-tree is a "poset" in the forcing sense. 
Moreover, as is shown in [3] (see pp. 72 & 19): 
Lemma. 4.1. (i) LetT be a Souslin tree. Then Tis a c.c.c. poset which is CT-dense 1 • 
(ii) Let M be a c. t.m. of ZFC, T a So us lin tree in M. Let b c;: T. Then b is a 
cofinal branch ofT iff b is an M-generic subset ofT. 0 
So much for forcing with Souslin trees. Concerning forcing and Souslin trees, it 
is proved on p. 73 of [3] that: 
Lemma 4.2. Let M be a c.t.m. of ZFC, T a Souslin tree in M, IP a poset in M such 
that Mlf- "IP is CT-closed". If G isM-generic on IP, then Tis still a Souslin tree in 
M[G]. 0 
Connected with the existence of Souslin trees, we have the combinatorial 
principle <>of Jensen. Recall that <>says that there is a sequence (SOl I a<w) such 
that SOl c;: a for each a and, whenever X c;: w1, the set {a E w1 I X n a =SOl} is 
I A poset iP' is a-dense if n n<w Dn is dense in iP' whenever Dn, n < w, ·are dense initial sections of IP'. 
If iP' is a-dense, then BA(IP>) satisfies the (w1, oo)-distributive law for complete Boolean algebras (see 
[3], p. 68). And :a complete Boolean algebra IB satisfies the (w1 , oo)-distributive law iff liVw = (Ywfil" = 
1. 
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stationary in w1 • It is proved on p. 27 of [3] that <> implies the existence of a 
Souslin tree. Parallel to Lemma 4.2, we have (see [3], p. 81): 
Lemma 4.3. Let M be a c.t.m. of ZFC, and let (Sa I a< w~) be a <>-sequence in 
M. Let [p> be a poset in M such that Mlf- "[p> is u-closed". Then (Sa I a< w 1) 
satisfies <> in M[G] for any M-generic subset G of !P>. D 
We shall require the following result, proved on p. 80 of [3]: 
Lemma 4.4. <> holds iff there is a sequence (Sa I a< w1) such that each Sa is a 
countable subset of Hw,(a) = Hw, n V"' and, whenever A!:; Hw, is such that a< 
wl ~IAn Hw,(a)l :s;w, then {a E wl IAn Hw,(a) = S"'} is stationary in wl. D 
It is proved in Chapter III of [3], that <>* implies <>, where <>* asserts the 
existence of a sequence (S"' I a< w1) such that Sa!:; ~(a), IS"' I:;;;; w, and whenever 
X!:; wl' there is a closed unbounded set c!:; wl such that a E c ~ X n a E s"'. 
Concerning <>*, we need Lemma 4 on page 79 of [3]. Unfortunately, this 
lemma was stated falsely there. We give the correct statement here.2 
Lemma 4.5 (Jensen). Let M be a c.t.m. of ZFC+GCH +<>*.Let G!:; w~ be such 
that M[G] is a c.t.m. of ZFC+GCH with the same cardinals as M, and such that 
M[G] is an w2-c.c. generic extension of M. Then <>* holds in M[G]. D 
It is proved in [1] that <>* is valid in L. For our purposes, a weaker result 
suffices, namely the following, proved in [3], p. 26. 
Lemma 4.6 (Jensen). If V = L, then <> holds. D 
Concerning combinatorial principles valid in L, we need the following principle: 
D asserts: 
There is a sequence (A" I A< w 2 & lim (A)) such that: 
(i) A" is a closed unbounded subset of A; 
(ii) if cf (A)<w1 , then otp(A")<w1 ; 
(iii) if a E A" and a= sup (A" n a), then A"'= an A". (Hence 
cf (A)= w1 ~ otp (AJ = w1 .) 
2 This error was pointed out to us by R. Solovay. It does not affect the development in [3] at all. The 
sketch of the proof given in [3] is correct as it stands (and makes implicit use of the omitted 
hypothesis). 
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In [3], p. 75, it is shown how to obtain 0 by forcing. In [1], it is shown that 0 is 
valid in L. For our purposes, we require the following result, stated in [ 4] (and 
proved by an obvious modification of the proof of 0 in L given in [1]): 
Lemma 4.7 (Jensen). If w 2 is not a Mahlo cardinal in L, then 0 holds. 0 
As in [3], the concept of a "Souslin algebra" will play an important role in our 
discussion. A Souslin algebra is a complete Boolean algebra IE\ such that there is a 
dense set T ~ IB\-{0} which is a Souslin tree under ~B· (Recall that our trees grow 
downwards now!). We say T Souslinises IE\ in this case. A complete Boolean 
algebra IE\ of cardinality w 1 will be a Souslin algebra iff it is atomless, satisfies the 
c.c.c., and is (wt> oo)-distributive. (See [3], p. 82.) If IE\ is a Souslin algebra, and if T, 
T' Souslinise IE\, then there is a closed unbounded set C ~ w 1 such that a E 
C ~ T" = T~; hence any two Souslinisations of the same algebra are essentially 
the same. ([3], p. 83). If IE\, IB' are Souslin algebras, we say IE\ is a nice subalgebra of 
IE\' iff IE\ is a complete subalgebra of IE\' and there are Souslinisations T and T' of IE\ 
and IE\' (resp.) such that {a E w1 I T" = h"T~} contains a closed unbounded set, 
where h :IE\'~ IE\ is the basic projection. By our previous remark, the choice of T, 
T' in this definition is irrelevant. The notion of a nice embedding is defined in an 
analogous manner. It is easily seen that if IB\0 ~ IB\1 ~ IB\2 are nice em beddings, then 
IB0~1B\2 is nice. 
At this point it is convenient to stop a moment and consider our eventual goal. 
We want to construct a model in which~ KT+ ~ST+CH holds. By the Solovay 
result mentioned earlier in the paper, we are going to have to collapse an 
inaccessible cardinal to w2 (at least). The question is, do we do this step first and 
then try to get ~ ST to hold, or do we do it the other way round? Well, it seems 
that we have little choice. For, by an argument much as on p. 30 of [3], one may 
show that the usual method for collapsing an inaccessible to w 2 , or any simple 
variations of this method, makes <> hold in the resulting model, whence, a fortiori, 
ST holds. Hence, if we are to be able to use any of the available machinery to get 
~ KT, we must carry out the collapsing argument first. This was also true in the 
case of MA + ~ KT considered in Section 3, of course, but we did not bother to 
discuss the point then. Thus, our strategy is to first collapse an inaccessible to w 2 
obtaining ~ KT, and then to carry out a further extension making ~ ST true. Our 
model of ~ KT will clearly satisfy CH. We must ensure that our second extension 
does not destroy CH. This necessitates an approach as in [3]. However, we must 
also ensure that we do not inadvertantly make KT hold when we carry out our 
second extension. This does not seem to be easy, and the only way we have been 
able to do it is to modify the [3] argument quite a bit. Now, readers familiar with 
[3] will know that in order to carry out an iteration of the type we require, making 
~ ST hold whilst adding no new reals at the same time, we must first of all ensure 
that the two combinatorial principles 0 and <>* hold. Well, by Lemma 4.7, we 
shall not have to worry about D. But <>* is considerably more of a problem. The 
method used to obtain <>* in [3] (p. 77) will not do here, since it is easily seen to 
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make KT hold. We must therefore adopt an alternative approach. The basic idea 
is due to Jensen. He used it to convince himself that <>* does not imply KT, but 
never wrote the proof up. An incidental effect of our account will be to put a 
proof of this fact into print, though of necessity, this proof will not be the simplest 
possible. 
The rest of this section will be devoted to a particular forcing method for 
forcing <>* to hold. 
We commence by describing how one may add a closed unbounded subset of 
w 1 to refine a given stationary subset of w 1 • 
Let A~ w 1 be stationary. Let IP (A) be the poset of all countable subsets of A 
which are closed in w 1, ordered by C' ~ C ~ C = C' n sup (C). (Notice that every 
element of IP(A) has a maximum element.) 
Lemma 4.8. Assume CH. Then for any stationary A~ w 1 , IP(A) is a-dense. 
Proof. Let Dn, n < w, be dense initial sections of IP(A). We show that nn<w D,. is 
dense in IP(A). So let pEIP(A) be given. Now, by CH, I1P(A)I=w 1 • Let 
(pa I a< w1) enumerate IP(A), with Po= p. For n < w, define a normal function 
Tn :w1 ~ w 1 by: 
v<a 
Tn(a+l)=the least {3>rn(a) such that (\fy<rn(a))(38<{3) 
[pll ~ P'Y & P11 E Dn & Tn (a)~ max (p11 ) < {3]. 
Pick now a > 0 such that lim (a), a E A, and for all n < w, Tn (a) = a. It is now easy 
to construct a decreasing sequence (qn In< w) from IP(A) such that q0 ~ p, 
qn E Dm qn = p-y(n) where y(n) <a, max (qn) <a, and (max (qn) I n < w) is co final in 
a. Since a E A, q = (U n<w qn) U{a}EIP(A). And since q ~ qn, q E Dn, each n. Thus 
q ~ p and q E n n<w Dn, as required. 0 
Let us remark that the assumption of CH is not necessary in Lemma 4.8. We 
just used if for convenience, since we shall have it available. 
Lemma 4.9. Let M be a c.t.m. of ZFC+CH. Let A be a stationary subset of w 1 in 
M. Let G be M-generic on [IP(A)]M. Then M and M[G] have the same cardinals 
and cofinality function, ~M(w)=~M[Gl(w), and, in M[G], U G is a closed 
unbounded subset of w 1 with U G ~A 
Proof. By standard arguments, using Lemma 4.8. 0 
A sequence (Na I a < w1) is said to be rich iff: 
(i) N" is a c. t.m. of zp-; 
(ii) a E Na and Na II- "a is countable"; 
(iii) if X~ Hw, is such that a< w1 ~IX n Hw,(a) I~ w, then 
{aEw1 1XnHwJa)ENa} is stationary in w 1 • 
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Clearly, the existence of a rich sequence is equivalent to 0. Let IP = IP(A) for some 
stationary A£; w1 • We say D £;!Pis thick in IP iff: 
(i) D is dense in IP; 
(ii) ('VpED)(3qED)(q~p&qi'p); 
(iii) if (pn In< w) is a decreasing sequence from D such that p = 
(Un<wPn)U{sup(Un<wPn)}EIP, then pED. 
Lemma 4.10. Let (Na I a < w 1) be rich. Let X£; Wt. and set A = 
{a E w1 I X n a EN"'}, a stationary subset of w1 . Set IP = IP(A). Let D £; IP be thick, 
and suppose that (SP I p ED) is such that SP £;max (p) and p' ~ p --7 SP = 
sp. n max (p ). Then {p ED I sp E Nmax(p)} is dense in IP. 
Proof. Let p E IP be given. We seek qED, q ~ p, with sq E Nmax(q)· Let <Pv I v < wl) 
enumerate IP with p0 = p. (Since 0 holds, CH is valid, so IIPI = w1 .) Define a normal 
sequence (av I v < w1) thus: 
av+l =the least a> av, such that ('VT < aJ(3'1") < a)[p'l") ~ PT & 
p'l"l E D & av ~max (p'l"l) < a]. 
Since (Nv I v < w1) is rich we can find a > 0 such that a"' = a and: 
<Pv I v<a), Dn{pv I v<a}, (Sp lpEDn{pv I v<a}), xnaENa. 
Now, a is countable in N"' so, placing ourselves in N"', we may construct a 
sequence (qn I n < w) from D such that q0 ~ p, m < n --7 qn ~ qm, qn = Pv(n) where 
v(n)<a, max(qn)<a, and (max(qn)ln<w) is cofinal in a. Since XnaENa, 
aEA, so q=(Un<wqJU{a}EIP. So, as Dis thick, qED. Since lim(a), Sq= 
u n<w sq.• so as (Sq. I n < w > E Na, sq E Na. Hence q is as required. D 
Lemma 4.11. Let M be a c.t.m. of ZFC+O, (N"' I a< wtt") a rich sequence in M. 
In M, let X£; w1, and set A = {a E w1 I X n a EN"'}, a stationary subset of w1 • Still 
in M, set IP=IP(A). Let G be M-generic on IP. Then (Na I a<wtt") is still rich in 
M[G]. 
Proof. Suppose not. By the maximum principle for MBA(If>), we can then find X, 
BE MBA(If>) such that IIX £; w1ll = 1, liB is a closed unbounded subset of w1 II= 1, 
and yet ll(3a E B)(X n a E lt)ll i' 1. We work in M. Set 
D = {p E IP I (3x)[p If- "X n (max (pW =.X"] & [p If- "(max (p nv E B"]}. 
Then D is thick in IP. We sketch only the proof of density. (The extension 
property is proved in precisely the same manner, and the closure property is 
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immediate.) Let p E IP be given. Let (pv I v < w1) enumerate IP with p0 = p. Define a 
normal sequence (av I v < w 1) as follows: 
a,\= SUPv<A av, if lim (A); 
av+t =the least a> av, such that (VT < aJ(3'1/ < a)[p71 ,;;;; p.,. & 
& av,;;;; max (p71 ) <a & (3x)[p71 II- "X n av = x"] & 
& (3{3 < a)[{3 > av & p71 II-"~ E B"]]. 
Pick a= a"'> 0 so that a EA. Define a sequence (qn In< w) from IP Sl;) that: 
(i) qo,;;; p; 
(ii) m < n < w ~ qn ,;;;; qm; 
(iii) qn = Pv(n)• where v(n) <a; 
(iv) max (qn) <a; 
(v) (max (qn) In< w) is cofinal in a; 
(vi) (3x)[qn+ 1 11- "Xn (max (qn)f = x"]; 
(vii) (3{3 < a)[{3 >max (qJ & qn+tll- "~ E B"]. 
Since IP is O"-dense, there is no problem concerning clause (vi) here, so it is easy to 
construct such a sequence. Then, clearly, q=(Un<wqJU{a}ED, q,;;;p, soD is 
dense. 
Since D is thick, Lemma 4.10 tells us that J5 = {p ED I sp E Nmax',p)} is d~flse in 
IP, where, for pED, Sp is that x such that pii-"Xn(max(p)f=.i", But if 
pED, then, setting a=max(p), pii-"XnaeN5 & aeB". Hence 
II (3a E B)(X n a E Na)ll = 1, a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 4.12. Let M, (N"' I a< w~), X, A, IP, G be as in Lemma 4.11. Let f' be an 
w 1-tree in M, and let bE M[ G] be a cofinal branch of T. Then bE M. 
Proof. Suppose b~ M. For convenience, suppose that, in fact, 11~ '''b is ~ rofinal 
branch of f not in if". Working in M, we derive a contradiction. Let (p, I v '< ru1> 
enumerate IP. Define a normal sequence (av I v < w 1) thus: 
a.\= SUPv<.\av, if lim (A); 
av+l =the least a > av such that (V {3 < aJ(3y, 8 < a )(3x, y E Tj a) 
II p.,, Ps,;;;; p13 & av <max (p.,) < a & av <max (p0 ) < a & x ~ y & 
& av < ht (x) = ht (y) & p.,il-"x E b" & Psll-"y E b"]. 
Pick a= a"'> 0 with a E A now. Just as in Lemma 2.7, we now construct trees 
(qs I s E 2!!!), (xs Is E 2!!!) with Xsn(O) ~ Xsn(l) and ht (xsn(o)) = ht (xsn(I) and qs II- "x, E 
b". The only difference is that we ensure that qs = Pv for v <a and 
supn<w max (qnn) = supn<w ht (xnn) =a for all f E 2w. By choice of a, this is clearly 
possible. Then, (Un<wqnn)U{a}EIP for all f, so we obtain the contradiction 
I Tal= w 1 just as in Lemma 2.7. 0 
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Our next task is to iterate (in a certain manner) the above forcing. For this we 
shall require a modification of the notion of an "iteration sequence" as defined in 
Section 1. To obtain the definition of a "a-iteration sequence of length A", one 
simply takes the definition of an "iteration sequence of length A" and, in the limit 
case, replaces "finite support" by "countable support". The analogous notion to 
"limit'' poset is that of the "a-limit". It is easily seen that Lemma 1.4 has an 
obvious analogue in the amended situation, so we can apply Lemma 1.2 to 
a-iteration sequences. (In other words, a-iteration sequences do iterate forcing 
extensions!). As a matter of interest, let us remark, however, that there is, for 
example, no general analogue to Lemma 1.5. There is, however, a boolean 
version of the modified notion, although we shall not go into this here. 
To facilitate the reader following our discussion, we consider first the simplest 
case, an iteration of length w and then describe later how the arguments must be 
modified for the general case. Fix now a rich sequence (N"' I a< w 1). Suppose 
(!Pn In~ w) is a a-iteration sequence of length w + 1 with: 
(i) !Po =IP(A0), where X0 £ w1 and A 0 ={a E w1 I X 0 n a EN"'}; 
(ii) !Pn+l = IPn 01P(An+l), where 111-IP' "[Xn+l <;;WI & An+l ={a E wl I xn+l n 
a E NC<}]". n 
(Notice that by Lemma 4.11, 111-IP'" "An+l is stationary subset of w1".) 
Thus, pEIPw implies p=(p" ln<w), where PnEIP" and Pn+ 1 =(p"'q"+ 1) and 
Pn 11-IP'n "qn+l EIP(An+l)". Set 
lf»w ={pIP= (Pn In< w)EIPw & (3a < wl)(Vn)(3qn+l £ W1)(3X~+l £ w1) 
[max (Po)= a & max (qn+l) =a & Pn+l = (p", (qn+l)") & 
& Pn 11-IP' "Xn+l n a= (X~+ 1t"]}. 
We denote by IPI the ordinal a associated with p E Iii> w as above. Notice that for 
p E lP w, each X~+ 1 is uniquely determined by the above. 
By recursion on n, we define Iii>", n < w, as follows; 
lPo =!Po; 
lf»n+l = {(p, q) I P ElPn & q £ W1 & (p, q) E!Pn+l & max (q) = IPI & 
& (3X~+l £ wl)(p 11-IP'" "Xn+l nlvlv = (X~+lt")}, 
where IPI denotes max (p) if p ElP0 and max ((p)1) if p ElP" with n > 0. Notice that 
for p E lP"' X~+l is uniquely determined by the above. 
Clearly, 
lP w = {(pn I n < w) E 1P w I (Vn)(pn E lPJ}, 
and x~+l = x~"+l for p = <Pn In< w)E Pw. 
Lemma 4.13. (i) For all n < w, lP" is dense in 1P "' 
(ii) lP w is dense in 1P w· 
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Proof. (i) For any poset IP>, iP> is O"-dense iff 111- "V.;; = (Vwt". So, using Lemma 
4.8, we see easily that each IP>" is O"-dense. We prove, by induction on n, that each 
IP,. is dense in IP>,.. For n = 0 there is nothing to prove. We assume now the result 
for n. Let 
By induction hypothesis and the fact that IP>n is O"-dense, it is easily seen that IP>~+I 
is dense in iP> n+l· Moreover, iP n+l ~ IP>~+l· So it suffices to show that iP n+t is dense in 
IP>~+I· Let (p,q)EIP>~+l be given. Let ((p"',q,,)la<w 1) enumerate IP>~+I with 
(p0 , qo) = (p, q). Define a normal sequence (a, I v < w1) as follows: 
a .. = SUPv<A av, if lim (A); 
a,+ 1 =the least a> a,, such that (V/3 < a,)(3y< a)[(p'Y, q)~ 
(p'Y 11-[Jl>n "Xn+l n a,= Y~)]. 
It is easily checked that (a, I v < w1) is well-defined here. Since (N"' I a< w1) is 
rich, we can find a =a"'> 0 such that: 
((p'Y, q) I 'Y <a), (Y'Y I 'Y <a), Xo n a, (Xlproj"(P,) I 'Y <a), 0 0 0 '(X~roj(p,) I 'Y <a) E Na. 
Since N"' II- "a is countable", working inside N"' we can construct an increasing 
sequence ( y( n) I n < w), co final m a, such that (p-y(o>, q'Y<o>> = 
(p, q), ((p-y(n)' q-y(n)) In< w) is decreasing in iP> n+b SUPn<w IP-y(n)l =a, and 
SUPn<w max (q-y(n)) =a. Set 
p' = ([ U proj" (p-y(m))] U {a, ... }), 
m<w 
q'=[ U q-y(n)]U{a}. 
n<w 
Now, X 0 naENa. And 
proj" (p') lf-IJl>o "XI n a= [ U xyroj"(P,,m,>Jv" 
m<w 
and 
u xyroj"(P,(m)) E Na 
n<w 
(so proj"(p')II-IP'o"proj"- 1 (p')EIP>~); etc. Hence p'EIP>,.. Hence p'EIP,.. It is easily 
seen now that (p', q')EPn+I, with (p', q')~(p, q). That completes the proof of (i). 
(ii) We use (i). The argument is in fact quite similar to the proof of (i), so we 
shall omit the technical details. The basic idea is as follows. We are given some 
p = (p,. I n < w) E iP> w· Using (i), we can then construct a decreasing sequence 
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(pm I m<w) below pin o=nw so that, if pm=(p;:'l n<w), we have 'v'm(p;;::Eifim). 
The only thing to check now is that the "limit" (in the obvious sense) of the 
sequence is a member of o=n w (it will then clearly be a member of lfD w in fact). Well, 
this is not in general true. But by a device much as in (i) we can arrange matters 
so that, for some suitable a, the construction of the sequence (pm I m < w) takes 
place in N"', and N"' contains enough information to insure that the "limit" is 
indeed a number of o=n w· 0 
But look, the poset iP w can be handled much as we handled the posets o=n(A?. In 
particular, much as3 in Lemma 4.8 we can prove: 
Lemma 4.14. iP w is 0'-dense. (Hence o=n w is 0'-dense.) 0 
Again, we may define the notion of D ~ iP w being thick in iP w in the obvious 
way, and, by means of an argument much as3 in Lemma 4.10, we can establish an 
analogue of Lemma 4.10 for the poset IP>w, thereby enabling us to prove, much as 
in 4.11, the following result: 
Lemma 4.15. Let M be a c.t.m. of ZFC+<>, and, in M, let (N"' I a< w~), 
(o=n., I n ~ w) be as above. Let G be M- generic on o=n w· Then M and M[ G] have the 
same cardinals and cofinality function, ~M(w)=~M[Gl(w), and (N"' I a<w~) is 
still rich in M[ G]. 0 
The only difference between the way we handle iP w and the way we handled 
o=n(A) is that, when we "pick the suitable a", instead of just picking a EA, we pick 
an a in much the same way as in the proof of Lemma 4.13 (so that a will lie in 
all of the various An's). There is also a similar modification needed to prove the 
required analogue of Lemma 4.12. We sketch the proof of this result in order to 
indicate the ideas involved in adapting o=n(A )-proofs to iP w -proofs. (This is by far 
the most difficult "adaptation".) 
Lemma 4.16. Let M, (N"' I a< w~), \n=nn In~ w), G be as in Lemma 4.15. LetT be 
an w1-tree in M, and let b be a cofinal branch ofT in M[G]. Then bEM. 
Proof. For n < w, let Gn ={pIn+ 11 p E G}, an M -generic subset of o=n m and set 
Mn = M[ Gn]. By Lemma 4.12, it suffices to show that bE Mn for some n < w. 
Suppose not. For convenience, we assume that 11f-IP' "b is a cofinal branch of T 
not in any M", n<w". (Otherwise, pick some pEo=n~ to force this statement and 
work only below this p in o=nw.) We work in M. Let (pv I v<w1 ) enumerate lfDw. 
Define a normal sequence (av I v < w 1) as follows: 
a,\ = SUPv<A av, if lim (A); 
3 See the discussion following Lemma 4.15. 
~cTrees 
av+l =the least a> av, such that (V{3 < aJ(Vn < w)(3-y, 8 < a)(3x, y E na) 
[p-y, Ps ::;; P13 & P-y ~ n = Ps ~ N & av <max (p-y ), max (p8 ) < a & 
X'"' y & & av < ht (x) = ht (y) & p'Y II- "x E b" & Ps II- "y E b"]. 
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DefineR~ w1 x w1 by R(v, x)~ Pv II- "x E b". (We assume T= (w 1 , ::;;y), as usual.) 
Pick a= a" >0 with na = Tn a and: 
(Pviv<a), X 0 na, (X~v+ 1 in<w&v<a), na, Rn(axa)EN". 
Working inside N" now, we define trees (qs Is E 2(!1), (xs Is E 2(!1), so that: 
(i) qs = Pv for some v <a; 
(ii) Xs E na; 
(iii) S~t~q,::;;qs&x,::;;Txs; 
(iv) qs II- "xs E b"; 
(v) ht (Xsn(o)) = ht (Xsn(l)) & Xsn(O)'"' Xsn(l); 
(vi) sup (max (qnn)) =sup (ht (xnn)) =a for all f E 2w (not only fEN"); 
(vii) s,tE2n~qs~n=q,~n. 
By choice of a, this is always possible. In particular, since <Pv I v <a), n a, 
R n (ax a) EN", clause (iv) causes us no problems here. And since 111- "(Vn) X 
(b.t Mn)", clause (vii) is also easy to arrange. The proof may now be completed 
much as in Lemma 4.12, by obtaining the contradiction I Tal= w1 . The only tricky 
point is to check that for each f E 2w (not necessarily inN"), qf = ( U n<w qftn) U {a} 
is indeed in lfll w· (In fact it will be in Iii> w• as is easily checked.) It suffices to show 
that for any f E 2w and m > 0, U n<w X~rn E Na. Well, by choice of a, this is 
immediate if f E Na. And if fE Na, then U n<w Xqttn = U n<w X~rn E Na, where h is 
any hE 2w n N" such that fl m = h ~ m, by virtue of condition (vii) above. The 
proof is complete. D 
Suppose now that (N" I a < w1) is as before, and that (lfll v I v < w2) is a a--
iteration sequence of length w2 such that: 
(i) IP0 = !fll(A0), where X 0 ~ w1 and A 0 = {a E W 1 I X 0 n a EN"}; 
(ii) lfllv+l = lfll)~91fll(Av+l), where 111-IP'v "[Xv+l ~WI & Av+l ={a E wl I xv+l n 
a E Na}J". 
By recursion on v < wz, we simultaneously define a subposet Iii> v of lfll v and a 
mapping 1-1 :!ii>v ~ w1 as follows: 
Po =!Po: 
IPI=max(p), all pEP0 ; 
lf»v+i ={r=(p, q)E lfllv+l I PE lf»v & q ~ W1 & (q =,0vmax (q) = IPI & 
(3X~+ 1 ~ wl)[(q = 0 & X~+l = 0) v (q'"' 0 & p 11-IP'v 
"Xv+l n (iplt = (X~+I)v")]}; 
IPI = i(P)oi, all P EPv+l· 
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(Notice that X~+1 is unique for each p E !iJ> v+ 1, with X~+ 1 # 0 ~ (p )1 # (il.) 
Finally, if lim (v), then we set: 
and 
!P> v = {p = (p, I L < v) E 1P> v I (V L < v )(p, E IP>J}; 
lvl=max(p0), all p=(p, I t<v)EIP>v, 
Parallel to Lemmas 4.13 and 4.14, we have: 
Lemma 4.17. (i) For all jJ < Wz, !P> v is dense in I]J> v· 
(ii) For all v<wz, !P>v is u-dense (and hence so is IP>J. 
Proof. For each v, (ii) follows from (i) by means of an argument as for Lemma 
4.14, only amended in the manner we shall indicate below. 
We shall therefore assume this implication from now on and concentrate on (i). 
This is proved by induction on v. The successor case is handled much as in part (i) 
of Lemma 4.13, and limits of cofinality w are handled as in part (ii) of Lemma 
4.13. And in the case of a limit of cofinality w1, the induction step is trivial. We 
deal with the successor case as an example, describing how the argument from 
Lemma 4.13 must be amended. The problem is, if v;;;;. w1 , then elements of IP> v 
cannot be elements of any Na. However, it is still the case that liP> vi= w1, so we can 
get by by means of simple coding devices, as we show below. 
Suppose then that (i) and (ii) above are proved for v. Set 
[p~+l = {(p, q) I P E!iJ>v & q s; W1 & (p, q)EIPv+l}. 
Then, as IPv is u-dense, IP~+l is dense in IPv+b and it suffices to show that !P>v+l is 
dense in IP~n Let (p, q) E IP~+l be given. Let ((pa, iia> I a< w1) enumerate IP~+l 
with (Pch q0 ) = (p, q). Define a normal sequence as follows: 
A = SUPw<A av, if lim (A): 
av+l =the least a> av such that (V{3 < aJ(3y < a)[(p-v, ii-v> ~ 
(p13, q13 ) & av < I P-vl <a & av <max (q-y) <a & (:JY-v s; w1) 
<v-v 11-IP'v "xv+ 1 n av = ¥-v ")]. 
Define p:w1 ~w1 by p(v)=lpJ, and 11:w 1 ~w1 by 1j(v)=max((pJ1). Define 
Rs;w1 Xw1 by R(v,r))~pv~PT· Pick a=aa>O so that (p~a):a~a, 
( 11 ~a) : a ~ a, and 
p ~a, 11 ~a, R n (a x a), ( Y-v I 'Y < a), 
Xo n a, <Xlroio(p) I 'Y <a), ... '<~~lv(p,) I 'Y <a) E Na, 
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where proj. (p) denotes the projection of p onto IP, for all pEIPv+I· 
Notice that even though we may have v ~ w1 , only countably many of the sets 
Xl'roio<P,l, ... , X~~f"<P,l are non-zero, for each 'Y <a, so we are not making 
excessive demands upon the properties of our rich sequence here. But now N"' 
contains enough information for us to consttuct, in N"', an increasing sequence 
('Y(n)ln<w) of ordinals, cofinal in a, with (P.,<-vl• q-v<ol)=(p,q), so that 
((p.,(nl• q.,(n)) In< w) is decreasing in IPv+b SUPn<w I p.,(nll =a, and 
supn<w max (q.,(nl) =a. The result follows as in 4.13 now. (Essentially, the "limit" 
of the 'Y-sequence is the required extension of (p, q) in !Pv+J·) 0 
By adapting the previous proofs for iP w to the present case, in much the same 
way as above, we can generalise Lemmas 4.15 and 4.16 to obtain: 
Lemma 4.18. Let M be a c.t.m. of ZFC+<>, and, in M, let (Na I a< w~), 
(IPv I v < w~) be as above. Let Gv be M-generic on IPv, each v < w~. Then: 
(i) M and M[ GJ have the same cardinals and cofinality function; 
(ii) \\3M(w)=\\3M[G"l(w); 
(iii) (Na I a< w~) is rich in M[ GJ; 
(iv) LetT be an w 1-tree in M, b a cofinal branch ofT in M[ GJ. Then bE M. 0 
Fix now a c.t.m. M of ZFC+<>, and a rich sequence (N, I a< w~) in M. Let f 
be a function in M such that, in M, if IB is a complete Boolean algebra which is 
(w, oo)-distributive and of cardinality at most w 2 , then (f(IB, v) I v < w2) enumerates 
{X E M(IR) IIIX s; wlll18 = 1}. Also in M, let j, k be the inverses to Godel's pairing 
function < -, - > : w2 x w2 ~ w2 • Still in M, define a cr-iteration sequence 
(IPa I a~ w2) such that: 
(i) IP0 = IP(A), where A= {'Y E w 1 I X 0 n 'Y E N,J for some X0 s; w 1: 
.. { \Pl a 0\Pl(A"), wher~ X"= f(BA(~i<~:), .k(a)) an~ 1 ~;;:'A,= 
(n) 1Pa+l = {'Y E Wj I XC< n 1' EN,} ; lf IIX" s; will • = 1. 
\Pl"' otherwise. 
Finally, let G be M-generic on IP~. Then: 
Lemma 4.19. M and M[ G] have the same cardinals and cofinality function, 
\\3M(w)=\\3M[GJ(w), and (N, I a<w~) realises<>* in M[G]. 
Proof. Except for the <>*-assertion, everything follows easily from 4.18. We 
check that <>* is realised by (N" I a< w~) in M[ G]. Suppose not. Then, by the 
maximum principle, we can find X E MBAIJP'l (where IP = \Pl~) such that IIX s; w11! = 
1 and p ~II there is no closed unbounded set c s; wl such that a E c ~ X n 
a E Nail for some p E G. Pick v < w~ with X E MBA(If>J. 
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Pick r<w~with X=f(BA(IP>v), r). Let 11=(v,r). Now, in M[GTJ+ 1], there is a 
closed unbounded set As; w1 such that As; {a E w1 I XM[GJ n a EN,.}. But A 
is closed and unbounded in w 1 in M[ G], of course. This contradiction proves 
the lemma. 0 
Also by Lemma 4.18, we have: 
Lemma 4.20. If Tis an w 1-tree in M, and b is a cofinal branch ofT in M[ G], then 
bEM. 0 
By amending the proof of Lemma 4.20 in the same way that the proof of 
Lemma 2.7 was amended to yield Lemma 3.6, we obtain: 
Lemma 4.21. Let~ be a c.c.c. poset in M, and let H be M-generic on R LetT be 
an w 1-tree in M[H], and let b be a cofinal branch of T in M[H][ G]. Then 
bEM[H]. 0 
Thus, the idea behind the proof of Lemma 4.21 is the construction, in M, of a 
binary tree of conditions from IP'~, having the property that it is adequate for 
carrying out a Silver-type argument (as in Lemma 2.7) for Tin M[H], regardless 
of the exact choice of H. The only real difference between the present case and 
Lemma 3.6 is that we must use the by now familiar tricks to ensure that the 
branches of the "Silver-tree" have extensions in IP'~. 
Finally we have the result we need: 
Lemma 4.22. Let a< w~, and let Q be a O"-closed poset in M[ G"']. Let K be 
M[ Ga]-generic on I!J, and let ~ be a c. c. c. poset in M[ G"'][K]. Let H be 
M[Ga][K]-generic on ~ and let T be an w 1-tree in M[G"'][K][H]. Let b be a 
cofinal branch ofT in M[ G][K][H]. Then bE M[ Ga][K][H]. 
Proof. By our above results, (N"' I a< w~) is rich in M[ G"']. By Lemma 4.3, 
therefore, (N"' I a< w~) is rich in M[ Ga][K]. But this means that if we regard 
M[G"'][K] as the ground model now, instead of M, M[G][K] is a ~-type 
extension of M[G"'][K], and we may thus apply Lemma 4.21 (to M[Ga][K], 
fR, H) to obtain the required result. 0 
5. Killing a souslin tree 
In Chapter IX of [3] we describe how a given Aronszajn tree can be generically 
order-embedded in the rationals by means of a Souslin algebra. In this section we 
shall develop a modification of this method which provides a Souslin algebra with 
the additional property that it adds no new cofinal branches to a large class of 
w 1-trees. (For an exact statement of the result, see Lemma 5.2 below.) We shall 
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assume the reader has a copy of [3] at hand, and shall omit proofs of results 
established there. However, our construction is, in one important detail, much 
simpler than that of [3], so we shall give this in full, thereby also obtaining a 
simpler proof of the main result of Chapter IX of [3]. 
To commence, we require the "closed set forcing" from [3]. The poset e is 
defined by: 
e = {(v, A) I v < w1 & A is a closed unbounded subset of w1}, 
with (v', A')~(v, A)~ v ~ v' & A'~ A & v n A'= v n A. Clearly, e is (]'-closed. 
Assuming CH, e also satisfies the w2-c.c., as is easily seen. Now suppose that M is 
a c.t.m. of ZFC+CH, and that G is M-generic on eM. In M[G], set C= 
n {A I (0, A) E G}. Then c is a closed unbounded subset of wtt[Gl( = w~. 
Moreover M[ G] = M[ C], as is easily verified. We refer to such a C as an 
"M-generic subset of wtt over eM". Notice that, as Mil- "e has w2-c.c." in this 
case, M and M[ C] have the same cardinals. By standard arguments, we have: 
Lemma 5.1. Let M be a c.t.m. of ZFC. Let C be an M-generic subset of wtt over 
eM. Let A EM be a closed unbounded subset of wtt. There is y < wtt such that 
C-y~A. D 
The next lemma is the main result of this section, and its proof will take some 
time. 
Lemma 5.2. Let M be a c. t.m. of ZFC + GCH + <>*. Let IB be a So us lin algebra in 
M. Let TEM<B> be such that liT is an Aronszajn tree 119 =1 (in M). Let C be an 
M- generic subset of wtt over eM. Then there is a Souslin algebra IB in M[ C] such 
that, in M[ C]: 
(i) IB is a nice subalgebra of IB; 
(ii) II T is special I Iii= 1; 
(iii) Let {; be M[ C]- generic on IB, and set G = G n lB. (Thus G is M- generic on 
lB.) Let U be any w 1-tree in M[G]. Let b be a cofinal branch of U in M[C][G]. 
Then bE M[G]. D 
From now on, we fix M, IB, T, Cas above. We also fix an arbitrary Souslinisa-
tion, T, of IB in M. (As in [3], we use T and T to denote totally unrelated objects, 
temporarily supressing our established notational conventions.) We may assume 
that liT has domain w1 and T0 ={0}II9 =1 (in M). We may also assume that 
a E C_.,. lim (a). 
Since wtt = wtt[GJ = wtt[cJ = wtt[C][Gl, we shall henceforth drop the superscript 
on wtt, etc, For example, the following results are proved in [3]: 
Lemma 5.3. Let b be a cofinal branch of T. Let A E M[b] be a closed unbounded 
subset of w 1 . Then there is BE M, B ~A, B closed and unbounded in w 1 • D 
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Lemma 5.4. There is a sequence < wa I a< wl) in M such that: 
(i) M 11-(Va < w1)[Wa: W ~ Hw,(a + 1)]; 
(ii) if b is a cofinal branch of T and A E M[b ], A<;; Hw,, with 
(Va<w 1)([AnHw,(a)[,;:;;w), then {aEw 1 [AnVaEran(Wa)} contains a closed 
bounded set BE M. [Hw.(a) = Hw, n Va]. D 
Lemma 5.4 is, of course, a consequence of the fact that <>* holds in M. More 
specifically, by Lemma 4.5, <>*will hold in M[b] for any cofinal branch b of T, 
and the sequence < wa 1 a< w1) is just the sequence of alliB-valued possibilities for 
the members of some<>* sequence in M(lrn. We shall fix the sequence (Wa [a< 
w1) as above from now on. 
Another application of Lemma 4.5 yields: 
Lemma 5.5. There is a sequence ova I a< wl) in M[ C] such that: 
M[C]II-[(Va<w 1)][Wa:w~Hw.(a+1)] & [if As;Hw, & (Va<wl)X 
([A n Hw, (a) I ,;:;; w )], then {a E wl I A n va E ran ( wa)} contains a closed unbounded 
set]]. D 
We fix (Wa [a< w1) as in Lemma 5.5 from now on. 
We say pET fixes tr a iff there is a normal a-tree t in M such that 
p II-~ "T I a = f". As in [3], we can find a normal function 1J: w 1 ~ w1 in M such 
that for all a< w1 , p E TT)(al ~ p fixes tr 1J(a). For a< w1 , p E TT)(al, we denote by 
T~ the normal 1J(a)-tree in M such that p IW "Tr( 1J(aW = (~)v". We may 
clearly assume that 1](0) = 0 in all of this. 
Let ("Ya I a< w1) be the canonical enumeration of C. By Lemma 5.1 we can find 
a<w 1 such that "Ya=a and (V{3:;:.a)(1J(-y13 )=-y13 ). Since C--ya is clearly also 
M-generic over CM, and M[C]= M[C- "Ya], we may assume that a= 0 here. Thus 
(V/3)( 1J( 1'13) = 1'(3). 
Note that if b is a cofinal branch of T, then 
fM[b]= U{~ I pE b & htT (p)E C}. 
We wish to construct a certain Souslin algebra IR in M[C]. As in [3], it suffices 
to construct a Souslin tree T in M[ C] with the following properties: 
(i) There is a map h: T ~ T such that:-
(a) x <r y ~ h(x) <Th(y ); 
_ onto 
(b) h : Tv~ T..,v all v < w1 ; 
(c) if z<Th(x),htT(z)EC, there is yET, y<Tx, with h(y)=z. 
We set B=BA(T). [By (i), IR will be (isomorphic to) a nice extension of lB.] 
(ii) [[T is special [[lfl = 1 (in M[ C]). 
(iii) The elements of T are pairs (x, f) such that x E T, htT (x) E C, and f is an 
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order-preserving map of T~jC(=U{(T~)"'Ia<hty(x) & aEC}) into Q (the 
rationals). 
(iv) (x,f)~y(x',f')~x~yx' &[2['. 
(v) h((x, f))= x. 
To ensure that the definition does not break down, we ensure that at every stage 
of the construction (which will be by recursion on the levels of T), the following 
two conditions hold: 
(*) If lim (a) and (x, f) E fa+l• then for all t E (~).,a, 
f(t) =sup {f(s) I t<yoS} 
(**) Let (x, f) E fa+ 1, x' <yx, ht (x') E C. Let b1, ••• , bn be co final branches of 
T~ which extend to points t1, ... , tn in (T~)ht-rtxl· Let q1, •.• , qn EO be such that 
q; >sup (f"[b; I C]), i = 1, ... , n. Then there is an f' such that (x', f'> ~y(X, f) and 
f'(t;) = q;, i = 1, ... , n. 
The definition of T is by recursion on the levels. As we proceed, we define 
N<> =L<T(<>)[(Nv I v<a), w..,a+2' cn'Ya+2• Ti'Ya+2,(T~I YE Tl cn'Ya+z), w<>, Tja], 
where 8(a)> 'Ya+z is chosen minimally so that N"' is a model of zF-. 
Let us remark at this point that our models N"' will play the same role in our 
proof as the models N"' of [3]. The only significant difference in the two proofs 
will lie with the verification of the claim on page 111 of [3]. In the Jensen 
argument, some tricky argumentation was required. In the present situation, the 
corresponding claim will reduce to a triviality. To this extend, our present proof is 
a simplification of the Jensen proof. (Unfortunately, we did not spot this when we 
wrote [3]). 
Recall that, in M, ll'f has domain w1 & T0 ={0}IIIEE=l. To commence the 
construction, we set 
T1 = {(x, (0, 0)) I x E T.vJ 
Suppose now that fa+l is defined, and that Tj(a + 2) satisfies (*) and (**). We 
define fa+z by forcing over Na+Z· Let 
S = {(x, (x', f') I X E T..,a+2 & X <yX1 E T..,a+l & (x', f') E fa+l}. 
For each s = (x, (x', f')) E S, let 
IPs = {p I p is a finite function & dom (p) f:= ( Tx k+, & 
ran (p) <;; Q & ('Vt E dom (p ))('Vs E (t~.)..,J 
(t<y~S-+ p(t) >0 f'(s))}, 
and partially order IPs by p ~ q ~ p 2 q. Notice that IPsE Na+Z· 
For each s E S as above and each p EIP5 , we define an element of Ta+z as 
follows. Let xs,p be an N<>+2-generic subset of IPS with p E xs,p· Let r·P = u Xs. 
Clearly, r·P: (T~k+l- Q and fU f'·P 2 f Put (x, f'·P) into ta+2 (to extend (x', f'>). 
Clearly, Tj (a+ 3) satisfies (*) and (**). 
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Suppose next that lim (a), a< w 1 , and f~ a is defined and satisfies(*),(**). We 
construct f,, as follows. 
For each x E T""~·' let 
Bx ={bIb is a cofinal branch of T~ such that, for some y E T-y •. ,, 
y <yx, there is z E (~)""~· extending b}. 
For each x E T""~·' let 
IPx ={((x',f'),p) I (x',f')E f 13 + 1 for some {3<a & x<yx' & pis a finite 
function & dom (p) s; Bx & ran (p) s; (Q & ('v' bE dom (p))('v't E r~. ~C) X 
(tE b--" f'(t)< 0 p(b))}. 
Partially order IPx by 
((x', f'), p)~((x", f"), r'>~<x', n~:r<x", f") & p 2 p'. 
Notice that Bx, IPx E Na for all x E T-y.· 
Let (s., In< w) enumerate all pairs s = (x, u) such that x E T""~· and u E!Px. By 
recursion, let X., be an N,J(~ I i < n)]-generic subset of IPx such that u EX.,, 
where s., = (x, u). For each n < w, now, set 
r = U{f I (3x)[«x, f),~> E Xn]}. 
Clearly, f' is an order-preserving map of 7'~~ C into Q. Set 
g" = U {pI (3u[(u, p) EX"]}. 
Clearly, g" : Bx --'> Q, and for each bE Bx, g" (b)= sup (f'"[b ~ C]). 
Let f,, consist of all pairs (x, f') where x E T"Y. and (s.,)0 = x. Clearly, T~(a + 1) 
satisfies (*) and (**). 
The only remaining case is to define fa+l when lim (a) and f"' is defined as 
above. No essentially new case of (**) will arise if we define fa+l to make (*) 
hold. We do this by using the auxiliary functions g" defined above. 
For each n < w, sn = (x, u), and each y E T""~•+'' y <yx, define I;:~~ C--" Q by: 
_ { f"(t), if r E r~ 
f;(t)= g"(t), if tE(~\_&b={sE~It<y~s}. 
Let f,+ 1 consist of all pairs (y, 1;> of this form. (Clearly, (y, 1~> extends (x, f').) 
Clearly, T~(a +2) satisfies (*) and (**). 
That completes the definition of f. It is easily seen that f is a normal w 1-tree 
satisfying (i)-(v) above. (In particular, if 6 is any cofinal branch of f and 
f = U {f I (3x )[ (x, f) E b]}, then f is an order-preserving map from fMlGJ ~ C into Q 
in M[C][b] so (providing f is Souslin in M[C]) M[C]F=IIf is specialii!EI=l. We are 
left with the proof of the following lemma: 
Lemma 5.6. (i)M[C]F "Tis Souslin". 
(ii) Let b be a co final branch off, b = {x E T I (3f)[ (x, f) E 6]} (thus b is a co final 
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branch ofT). Let U be any w 1-tree in M[b]. Let l be a cofinal branch of U in 
M[ C][b]. Then l E M[b]. 0 
The rest of this section is devoted to a proof of Lemma 5.6. As usual, in order 
to avoid carrying parameters through our arguments, we shall assume that all of 
the various assertions about generic extensions are valid with boolean value 1. 
More precisely, if U E M<Bl is such that (;M[bJ = U, we assume that, in M, II U is an 
w 1-tree liB= 1, and if f EM[ CJU'il is such that fMrcJ[bJ = l, then, in M[ C], II f is a 
cofinal branch of U not in M[b] II@= 1. Notice that as M and M[b] have the same 
countable ordinal-sequences, eM is a--closed in M[b], so by Lemma 2.7, in M[C], 
we have II r is a cofinal branch of (;not in M[b ][ C] lln'i = 1. And in this connection, 
we should also point out that by Lemma 1.1, cis M[b]-generic over eM, b is 
M[ C]-generic on T, and M[b ][ C] = M[ C][b]. We shall assume further that, in M, 
II (; has domain wl liB= 1. Set 
Ul = {(u, v) E fx f I (u)0 = (v)o}. 
Clearly, Ul is a normal w 1-tree under the ordering induced from fx f. Generalis-
ing Lemma IX.7 of [3], we have: 
Lemma 5.7. Let b be a cofinal branch ofT. Set Ulb={(u,v)EUll(u)0 Eb}. If 
DE M[ C] is dense open in Ul, then D n Ulb is dense in Ulb. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then, since T is Souslin in M[ C] (because eM is a--closed in 
M), b is M[ C]-generic on T, so we can find x E b and (u, v) E Ulb such that: 
x IHj!lCl "(u, v)EP6 A(u, v) has no extension in D". 
We may clearly assume that (u)0 = (v )0 = x here. Pick (u', v') ED, (u', v') ~lii(u, v). 
Then, setting x' = (u')0 = ( v')0 , we clearly have: 
x'l=~c1 "(u', v')E P6 nD", 
which is absurd, since x' ~yx. 0 
Corollary 5.8. Let b be a co final branch of T. Set f'b = { u E f I ( u )0 E b}. If D E 
M[ C] is dense open in T, then D n fb is dense in f'b. 
Proof. D X D is dense open in P, so by Lemma 5.7' (D X D) n U'Pb is dense in U'Pb, 
so D n f'b is dense in f'b. 0 
The following, highly technical lemma, generalises Lemma IX.8 of [3]. Before 
we state the result let us make a rather trivial observation. Suppose b is a cofinal 
branch of T. Set 
Ulb ={(u, v)EUl I (u)0 E b}. 
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Then fb x fb =Pb. Hence, by Lemma 5.7, if DE M[C] is dense open in lib, then 
D n (fb X fb) is dense open in fb X fb. Bearing this in mind, we prove: 
Lemma 5.9. Let b be any cofinal branch of T, and set 
fb = f'MCb 1 = U { T~ I x E b n ran ( 1J)}, f'b = { (x, f) E T I x E b}. 
Let b1 , ••• , b,. be cofinal branches of fb. Let N be any c.t.m. of zp- such that 
M U { b} U { bl> ... , b,.} c;;;, N. Suppose that C is N- generic over CM (and not merely 
M-generic). Let p :{b1 , ... , b,.}~ IQ, and set 
n 
f;={(x, f)E f'b I 1\ (3q, < 0 p(bJ)(VtE ~~C)(tE b, ~ f(t)< 0 qJ}. 
i=l 
Let D E M[ C][ b] be a dense open subset of f'b x fb. Then D n ( T~ x f~) is dense in 
T-bxT-b p p• 
Proof. Suppose not. Then we can find (u0 , v0 )E f~x T~ such that, whenever 
(u, v) E t~ X T~ and (u, v) ~ (uo, Vo), then (u, v) ~D. Let e = htt- (uo) = htt- (vo). Let 
u0 = (x0 , f 0 ), V0 = (x0 , g0 ). Let p(bJ = r" i = 1, ... , n. For each (x, f) E fb, let 
[(x, f)],= {z E f'b I ht"i'b (z) = htT (x) & (31r; < 0 rJ(Vz' E fb ~C) 
(z <r" z' ~ f(z') < 0 rJ}, i = 1, ... , n. 
Set [u] = [u]1 x · · · x [u]n. Notice that the function [-] is definable in M[b ][ C]. 
Clearly, t~ = {u E fb I /\?=1 (b, n [u]i"" 0)}. 
Our choice of (u0 , v0 ) ensures that: 
n 
(*) (uo, Vo) E f'b X f'b & ht (uo) = ht (vo) =E) & 1\ (b, ( Jle) n [uo], rf 0 
i=1 
n 
&(u,v)ED~V (b,n[u],=0vb,n[v],=0)). 
•=1 
Now, (*) expresses a property of N[ C], of course, and N[ C] is a generic extension 
of the c.t.m. N of zF-. Hence we can find R 0 ECM, compatible with C, such that: 
o o n 
Ro 11-~M [(ito, Vo) E T6 X T 6 & ht (ito)= ht (vo) = e & 1\ (bJ( Ye) n [ito]i"" 0 
i=l 
n 
&(u,v)ED~ V (b,n[u],=0vb,n[vl=0))]. 
i=l 
(We write this out to emphasis which elements are in the ground model and which 
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are unescapably Boolean objects.) Using this R 0 , we define: 
s = {(x) E (Tbt I (3r,. <a rJ(V(y) ~ (x))[Ro lf-~M "[ht (y)) E c n ~e--'> 
A cfo(yJ<or.-A go(yJ<c/J]A(V(u, v)E T6 x Tb')((u, v).s; 
i=l 
~ (uo, Vo) & (u, v) ED--'> (y) ~ [u] n [v])"]}. 
Thus Sis a subtree of (Tb)". Let S be the set of all z E S with successors in Sat all 
levels of (Tb)". Clearly, each element of S has successors in S at all levels of 
(Tb)". Moreover, by choice of R 0 , (Va<w1)((b1(y"'), ... ,b.,(y"'))ES), so S#!/1. 
Finally, since the sentence being forced by R 0 in the definition of Sis clearly 1;0 in 
parameters from M[ b ], we can replace lf-~M by lf-~Jbl in this definition, to conclude 
that S, SEM[b]. By definition of S we have, in M[b][C]: 
(x)E S & (u, v)E fb x fb & (u, v)~(u0, v0 ) & (u, v)E D & 
ht((x))=yh,(u)·--'> ·(x)~[u]n[v]. 
(1) 
Now, S E M[b] is a subtree of the n-product of the Aronszajn tree fb of M[b ], so 
we can apply Corollary 3.2 within M[ b] to obtain a normal function 'P : w1 --'> w1 
such that (Vv < wl)(Vz E s<P(V))(/3 > v--'> s~,., is well-distributed). Since T satisfies 
c.c.c. in M, we may4 assume that 'P E M. Thus, by Lemma 5.1 we can find a 0 < w1 
such that for all {3 ~ a 0 , 'P( y13 ) = y13 • Thus 
(Vv ~ ao)(V z E S.,J(/3 > v--'> s~. is well-distributed). (2) 
By Lemma 5.4 now, we can find a normal function 1/J: w1 --'> w 1 in M, such that for 
all v<w 1 , SII/J(v)=SnV<t><vlEran(W<t><vJ And by Lemma 5.1 we may pick 
a 1 <w1 such that for all {3~a 1 , I/J(y13 )=y13 • Thus: 
(3) 
Let a be least such that l'a =a> ao, a, e. Now, sa+l # 0, so pick any (x) E sa+l· 
By the first clause in the definition of S, there are r:.<. 0 r, such that 
n 
(V(y) ~ (x)(ht ( (y)) E C n l'e--'> 1\ (fo(yJ <a r~. A go(YJ <or;.)). 
i=l 
Hence, as f satisfies (**) we can find (u1, v1 ) ~ (u0 , v0) in fb x fb such that 
(x) E [ul] n [vl]. 
Pick now (u,v) in fbxfb, (u,v)~(u 1,v 1 ), (u,v)ED. Let a=ht(u). We may 
assume that lim (a*) here. Without any real loss of generality, we may assume 
that (recalling now the definition of f) m0 < m1 < w, where u = (x, }"), v = 
(x, J' ), x = b( I' a)= (Sm
0
) 0 = (Sm)o, and where it will be recalled 
f=U{f~3a[((x,f),0)EXJ} forall i<w. 
Now, by (3), Sll'a+ 1 Eran(W,u+,)~N"'. So, as N"' is a transitive ZF--model, 
4 lt is easily seen that if Mil- "IP' satisfies c.c.c." and if G is M-generic on IP' and A is a closed 
unbounded subset of w~ in M[G], there is a closed unbounded set B ~ w~ in M such that B ~A. 
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S"'· E Na. Hence s~: > E Na. But by (2), S~} is well-distributed. Hence as X"'<> is 
Na -generic on IP>X, s~> n [ u] is well-distributed. (This is an immediate consequence 
of genericity.) Buts~> n[u]E Na[(X, I i < m1)] (since m0 < m1), so we see likewise 
that, as Xm, is Na[(X, I i < ml)]-generic on IP>X, s~:) n [u] n [v] is well-distributed. 
In particular, s~>n[u]n[v]rf~. But since (u,v)ED and a=ht(u), this is in 
direct conflict with (1) above. This contradiction proves the lemma. D 
0 b -b -b Corollary 5.10. Let B, T, T, b1, •.• , bn, N, C, p, TP be as in Lemma 5.9. Let 
DE M[ C][b] be a dense open subset of Th. Then D n t~ is dense in t~. 
Proof. Similar to Corollary 5.8. D 
By examining the proof of 5.1, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.7-5.10, we see that: 
Lemma 5.11. In order for the conclusions of 5.1, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.7-5.10 to hold, it 
suffices that M be a c. t.m. of zpc- + "there is an uncountable cardinal" + O* 
(and not necessarily of ZFC+O*). D 
Suppose now N < Hw3, INI = w. Let 7TN : N = N, N transitive Set CtN = wl n N. 
Thus aNEw 1, 7TN(w1)=aN, 1TN(Hw)=Hw1 nN, 7TN~Hw 1 nN=id~Hw1 nN, (v,A)E 
enN~7TN((v,A))=(v,AnaN), 7TN(e)=7TN(enN). The following lemma is 
(essentially) proved in [3], but since the proof there is not as clear as it might be, 
we give a more explicit proof here. 
Lemma 5.12. Let M be a c.t.m. of ZFC. In M, let U be a function such that for 
each countable N < Hw3 , UN is countable transitive set with N, 1TN( CM) E Un. Let C 
be an M-generic subset of w~ over eM. Let X E H~. Then, in M, there is a 
countable N < Hw3 such that x E N, and such that, in M[ C], we have: 
(i) CnaN is a Un-generic subset of aN over 7TN(eM); and 
(ii) there is 1T 21TN, such that 1T(C) =en aN and 1T-l: N[Cn aN]<Hw,· 
Proof. The assertion that there is such an N, is an assertion about M[ C], so it 
suffices to show that this assertion is forced by eM over M. So let p E eM be given. 
It suffices to show that there are p' ~ p and N EM, x EN< Hw,, such that 
p' =(aN, C), INI = w, and: 
(a) C naN is a UN-generic subset of aN over 7TN(eM); 
(b) if q; is any sentence of M(c> which involves only constants from {.X I x EN} U 
{ C}, then N[ c naN] I= 7TN(q;) iff p'l= ~ "Hw, I= <p ". 
Pick N < H~, INI = w, with x, pEN EM. Let p = (v, A). Let G be UN-generic on 
7TN(eM) with 7TN(p)E G. Set C= n{7T;,;(B)I (0, B)E G}. cis the intersection of 
countably many closed unbounded subsets of w1, in M,. so p' =(aN, C) E eM. Since 
7TN(p)=(v,AnaN)EG, we have (O,AnaN)EG, so Cc:;7T;:.:,1(AnaN)=A But 
(v, An aN) E G, soc n v =An v. Thus p',;;;; p. So, by choice of G, (a) is immediate. 
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Notice also that for any q E G, p' ~ 7T.]:./(q). We use this to verify (b). By (a), 
N[ C n aN]If-7TN(cp) iff (3q E G)(q lf-~N<Cl 7TN(cp )). Suppose N[ C n aN]If- 7TN(cp) now. 
Since 1r;/ : N <Hz;,, we have 
(::llq E G)(7T]~/(q) If-:!~ cp). 
Hence, p'lt-:!"·' cp. But clearly, if Cis any M-generic subset of w~ for CM, we have 
Hz;,[cJ =Hz;,[ C]. Hence as Hr:, is a definable subset of M, we conclude that 
p' If-~" Hw, If- cp ". Similarly for ~ cp in place of cp. This proves (b). 0 
We are now ready to complete the proof of Lemma 5.6. We let '!:F denote the 
usual !fF, function such that for any set X, (:¥(a, X) I aEOn) enumerates L[X]. 
We show first that f is Souslin in M[C]. Let X be a maximal antichain off in 
M[ C]. By Lemma 5.5 there is a closed unbounded set A <;; w 1 in M[ C] such that 
a EA ~X"' =Xn T~a Eran (W"'). 
Since f, X, A EM[ C], there is a set Y <;; w 1 in M such that f, X, A E L[Y, C]. 
LetT be the least ordinal such that (f, X, A)=:¥(r,(Y, C)). 
By Lemma 5.12, we can pick NEM, N<H~, INIM=w, with (Y,r, T, T)EN, 
and a c.t.m. UN of ZFC- in M, such that, setting a= aN, 7T = 7TN: 
(i) N, nca+1),(TylyET7](a+l))EUN; 
(ii) C n a is U,-generic over 1r(CM); 
(iii) there is a map iTEM[C], iT21r, with iT(C)=Cna and 7T- 1 :N[Cna]< 
H~[CJ. 
Clearly, 1r(T) = na, and llf-~t"' "1r(T) is a normal a-tree with domain a". Since 
Y, r, C E dom (iT)< H~[Cl, f, X, A E dom (iT). Clearly, iT( f)= f~ a, iT(X) =X"'= 
X n f~ a, and iT(A) =An a. In particular, as A is closed unbounded in w 1, An a 
is closed unbounded in a. But then a =sup (A n a) EA. Hence XO' E ran ( wa ). 
Thus X"' EN"'. But f~ a EN"'. Hence 
D = {y E f~ a I (3x E X"')(y ~Tiax)} EN"'. 
But clearly, since iT- 1 : N[ c n a]< Hr:,[cl, Xa is a maximal antichain of ft a. 
Hence D is a dense open subset of T~a. Now let x E T"', and set bx = 
{yE na I x<Ty}, a cofinal branch of na. Now, na is Souslin inN and Tfa 
has the same properties in Rrcnal as f has in Mrcl Hence. lw Lemma :'i.\1 
we can apply Corollary 5.8 to ba, Tfa, (Tfa)b· (defined as in Corollary 5.8), 
DEN[Cna], to conclude that Dn(f~a)b· is dense in (T~a)h·. 
Now, lim (a) and 'Ya =a, so f"' was constructed generically for the posets IJl>X, 
x E T"', working over the model N"'. For x E T"' now, set Ex= {(u, p) EIJl>x I u ED}. 
Since px, DEN"', we have Ex EN"'. 
Claim. Ex is dense in px. 
Proof of Claim. Let (U,p)EIP>x be given. Let dom(p)={b1 , ... ,b11}SoBx. Since 
<T-: I Y E T71 (a+t)) E UN, b1 , ••• , bn E UN. Since Tf a+ 1 E UN, bE UN also. And as 
we saw above, D n (f~a)b· is dense in (Tfa)b·. So, by Corollary 5.11 we can 
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apply Lemma 5.10 to bx, ~( = 'TT'(T)bx in the established notation for Lemma 
5.10), (T~alx, b1 , ... ,bn, UN, Cna, p, (T~a)~X, Dn(T~a)bxEN[Cna][bJ to 
conclude that Dn(T~a)~x is dense in (T~a)~x. Now, (u,p)EIPX, so clearly uE 
( T~ a)~·. Hence there is v E ( T~ a )~x such that v ~T u and v E D. Clearly, ( v, p) E IPX, 
(v,p)~(u,p), and (v,p)EEx. This proves the claim. 0 
Since Ex is a dense subset of IPx in Na, it follows that if u E T,, is such that (u)0 = x, 
then there is v ED such that u ~Tv (since x E T" was arbitrary above). Hence 
every element of Ta extends an element of Xa. Hence X" is a maximal antichain 
in f. Hence X= X". Hence X is countable. Hence T is (in M[ C]) Souslin. This 
proves the first part of Lemma 5.6. 
Remark. By an argument as in Lemma 5.7, one may prove Corollary 5.8 directly, 
and by an argument slightly simpler than that of Lemma 5.9, one may prove 
Corollary 5.10 directly. In this way, one would obtain, using the arguments above, 
a proof of the main result of Chapter IX of [3] which avoids the complicated 
definition of the models Na on page 104 and the delicate proof of the "claim" on 
page 111. 
We turn now to the proof of the second part of Lemma 5.6, we use the notation 
introduced in the statement of Lemma 5.6 and in the discussion which im-
mediately followed. 
Now, u E M[b], so by Lemma 5.4 there is a normal function e: wl ~ wl in M 
such that (Vv<w1)(U~B(v)=UnB(v)Eran(We(v))). By Lemma 5.1, we can 
find T 0 < w1 such that (Vv ~ T0)( @( yJ = yJ. Hence (Vv ~ T0)( Uhv = 
Un 'Yv E ran (W ..J). 
In M, define P S T x w1 x w1 by: P(x, z, v) ~ x If-~" z E Uw ". 
In M[C], define R s fx w1 by: R(u, z) ~ u 11-~cl"z E [". 
By Lemma 5.5, there is a closed unbounded set As w1 in M[C] such that, 
setting P"=Pn(naxaxa), Ra=Rn(T~axa)., 
a EA ~ Pa, R,, Eran (Wa). 
Now, T, P, R, A EM[ C], so there IS Y EM, Y s w1, such that T, P, R, 
A EL[Y, C]. 
Let T1 be the least ordinal such that (T,P,R,A)=8l(T1,(Y, C)). By Lemma 
5.12, we can find, in M, N < H~, INIM = w, with (Y, T 0 , T1, T, T) EN, and a c.t.m. 
UN of zpc- in M, such that, setting a= aN, 'TT' = 'TT'N: 
(i) N, n(a + 1), <T; I y E TT](a+l)) E UN; 
(ii) C n a is UN-generic over 'TT'(CM); 
(iii) there is a map 7T EM[ C], 7T 2 'TT', with 7T( C)= C n a and 7T- 1 : N[ C n a]< 
H~[CJ. 
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Clearly, 7T(T) = na and 111-ft"' "7T(T) is a normal a-tree with domain .i". Since 
T 1, Y, CEdom(if)<H~[CJ, f, P, R, AEdom(if). Clearly, 
if(T) = T~ a, if(P) = P"', if(R) = R", if(A) =An a. 
In particular, An a is unbounded in a, so a= sup (An a) EA. Hence P"', 
R"' E ran ( W"'). Hence P"', R"' EN"'. Also, since a> T0 , we have, in particular, 
U~l'a+ 1 Eran(W,a+).:;N", so U~(a+l)EN"'. 
Notice also that lim (a) and I' a = a. In M[ C], set 
D = {(u, v)} E PI (3x, y, v E w 1)[x ioy 1\ P((u)0 , a, v) 1\ P((v )0 , y, v) 1\ 
1\ R ( u, X) 1\ R ( v, y)}. 
Claim A. D is dense open in If». 
Proof of Claim A. Let ( u, v) E If» be given. Set x = ( u )0 . Let b be any cofinal 
branch of T with x E b. Now, 
111-:Y.,[CJ[bl "[ is a cofinal branch of (Jb not in (M[C][b])v". 
Hence we can find u0 , u1 E fb, u0 , u1 ,-;;fU, and y0 , y1 E Ub, Yo r!o y1 , ht (y0 ) = ht (y1), 
such that uiii-~[CJ[bl"yi E [". Similarly, we can find v0, v1 ,-;;Tv, and z0 , z1 E (Jb, 
z0 r!o z1 , ht (z0 ) = ht (z1), such that vJf-~[CJ[bl"z, E [". We may clearly assume that 
ht (y0) = ht (z0) here, and that (u.)0 11-¥"y,E U,", (v.)0 11-¥"z,E U.,". We may as-
sume also that Yo r!o z0 , since at least one of y0 , y1 is different from at least one of 
z0 , z1 • Finally, we may assume that ht(u0)=ht(v0). Then (u0 ,v0)EP, (u0 ,v0 ),-;; 
( u, v ), and, of course, ( u0 , v0 ) ED. This proves the claim. 0 
Set 
P~a ={(u, v)E T~a x T~a I (u)0 =(v)0}. 
Clearly, if(P) =If» ~a. Set 
D"' = {(u, v) E If»~ a I (3x, y, v E a )[x r!o y 1\ P"' ((u)0 , x, v) 
AP"'((v)0 , y, v)/\R"'(u, x)AR"'(v, y)}. 
Now, If», P, R E dom (if)< H~[cl, so DE dom (if). And clearly, if(D) = D"' and 
D"' is a dense open subset of !f»~a in N[Cn a]. By Lemma 5.11, we can apply 
Lemma 5.7 to bta, na, !f»~a, D"'EN[Cna], to conclude that D"'n(!f»~a)bta 
is dense in (P~a)bt"'. Notice also here that (P~a)b =Pb~a, where the definition 
of the latter here is obvious. 
Set now t = b(a). Since lim (a), f~ was defined generically over N"' for the 
poset IP1• (In other words, we are considering here just those points of the 
f"'-iteration which produced elements of f~.) 
Let s E u"' be given now' and set 
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Since IP', U~(a + 1), R"' EN"', we have Es EN"'. 
Claim B. Es is dense in !Pt. 
Proof of Claim B. Let ( u, p) E IP' be given. Let dom (p) = { b1 , ••• , bn} Thus 
b1, ••• ,bn are cofinal branches of 7T(T)b 1"'. Now, Tia+lEUN, so b~a= 
{sETja+llt<s}EUN. And since (T~iyET,.,(a+l))EUN, we have b~>···,bnE 
UN. Hence by Lemma 5.11 we can apply Lemma 5.9 to b ~a, T,)( = 7T(T)h 1"'), 
(T~a)b 1"'(=fb~a), b1, ••• ,bn, UN, Cna,p,(T~a);'"'(=T~~a), D"'n 
[(T~ a)H"' X (T~ a)h'"'J( = D"' n (lib~ a)blcx = D<X n pb ~a) EN[ c n a][b ~a], to con-
clude that D"' n[f~~a X T~~a] is dense in f~~a X T~~a. 
Now, (u,p)EIP', so uET~~a. Hence (u,u)ET~~axT~~a. Hence we can find 
(v,w)ED"'n(f~~axf~~a) such that (v,w)~(u,u). Pick x,y,vEa such that 
xr'o y and P"'((v)0 , x, v) and P"'((w)0 , y, v) and R"'(v, x) and R"'(w, y). Now, 
applying 7T- 1 : N < H;::, to the first two assertions here, we obtain P((v )<h x, v) and 
P(( w )0 , y, v). Hence (v )0 IH1 ".X E U," and ( w)0 II-~ "y E U,". But (v )0 , ( w )0 E b ~a. 
Hence x, y E Uv. So, as xr'o y, we may assume that s {:ux. Moreover, R"'(v, x). But 
vET~~a, so clearly (v,p)EIP'. And we have (v,p)~(u,p) and (v,p)EEs. This 
proves the claim. 0 
Now let u E f~. Let s E U"'. Since Es EN"' and Es is dense in IP', there must be a 
(v,p)EE, with U~fV. Pick xEU~a with" s{:ux and R"'(v,x). Applying 
7T- 1 :N[Cna]<H~rcJ to R"'(v,x), we obtain R(v,x), or in other words 
vll-~rcJ".X E [". Hen~e as u ~'fV, ulf-¥rcJ"x E [". Thus ull-o/"rcJ"sE' [". Hence as 
s E u<X was arbitrary, uii-WC][b]" r n uti = ji)". So, as u E t~ was arbitrary, 
111-~C][b] r n c)ci = ji)". But 
111-WcJ[bJ " [ is a co final branch of U", 
so this is absurd. That completes the proof of Lemma 5.6. 
6. The Iteration Lemma 
In the previous section we described how a single Aronszajn tree can be 
generically order-embedded into the rationals by a two-step extension which does 
not introduce any new cofinal branches to w 1-trees in the ground model. In this 
section, we shall describe how this process can be iterated infinitely often. To 
some extent, our construction is a modification of the "iteration lemma" estab-
lished in Chapter VIII of [3]. However, in the present case, we require a much 
stronger result than sufficed there, and in order to achieve this, we must carry out 
our construction in a very special model of ZFC+GCH +D+<>, and not an 
arbitrary such as was the case in [3]. Accordingly, we do not prove a general 
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"iteration lemma", but simply describe how the forcing of the previous section 
can be iterated. 
From now on, M0 will denote an arbitrary c. t.m. of ZFC + GCH + 0 + <>*. It is 
proved in Chapter X of [3] (Lemma 1) that there is a Cohen extension M of M0 
such that: 
(I) M 0 and M have the same cardinals and cofinality functions. 
(II) For all cardinals K of M0, (2K)M = (2K)M"· 
(III) ~M(w) = ~Mo(w). 
(IV) M = M0 [ ( Cv I v < w~)], where, setting Mv = M0 [< C.,. I T < v)]. Cv is an Mv-
generic subset of w~" over CM· (C being the closed set forcing poset of Section 5). 
(V) M ;io 0 + <>, and moreover there are 0 and <> sequences for M in M 0 • 
(VI) For all v<w~, Mvi=O+<>*. 
[To obtain M, one simply iterates the closed set forcing w~" times, taking inverse 
limits at limit stages of cofinality w and direct limits at other limit stages. Since the 
iteration algebra is O"-closed and satisfies w 2 -c.c. (in M0 ) any 0 sequence in M0 is 
a 0 sequence in M (since cardinals are preserved), and any<> sequence in M 0 is a 
<>-sequence in M (by Lemma 4.3). And by Lemma 4.5, <>* is valid in each Mv, 
though the <>* sequence involved in each case does not remain constant, of 
course. 
Our iteration will be carried out in the model M. (From now on, Mv, Cv, v < w~ 
and M will be fixed as above.) In [3], this was only necessary to facilitate the 
successor stages in the iteration, but in our case we shall need the special nature 
of M in order to handle the limit stages as well. 
Our aim is to construct, in M, a sequence (!Bv I v < w2) such that: 
InM: 
(i) IB0 = 2; 
(ii) 0 < v < w2 ~ lBv is a Souslin algebra; 
(iii) 0 < v < T < w 2 ~ lBv is a nice subalgebra of !B.,.; 
(iv) v < w 2 ~ (!B.,. I T ~ v) E Mv; 
(v) if !B = u v<w2 lBv, then !B is an (WI, (X) )-distributive BA satisfying c. c. c. 
In V: if !B is as above and G is an M-generic ultrafilter on !B, then: 
(vi) M[G] I="Every Aronszajn tree is special"; 
(vii) M[G] I=GCH; 
(viii) Let v<w~, and let U be an w 1-tree in MJGn!BJ. If lEM[G] is a 
co final branch of U, then l E Mv[ G n !BJ. 
Unless stated otherwise, we shall work in M from now on. 
Suppose !B is a Souslin algebra in Mv. By standard arguments I{ X E MSIEiliiiX c:; 
w1 x w1IIIEI = 1}1 = w 2 • Let (f(v, !B, ~)I~< w2 ) be an enumeration of this set in Mv. By 
the usual methods, we may assume that N[(v + 1) X Mv X w2] E Mv for all v < w2 . 
Let (-, -): w2 x w2 ~ w2 be Godel's pairing function, and define (-, -, -): w2 x 
w2 x w2 ~ w2 by (a, (3, y) =(a, ((3, y)). Let i, j, k denote the inverse functions to 
this tripling function. Notice that a, (3, y~(a, (3, y) for all a, (3, y. Notice also that 
(-, -, -), i, j, k E M 0 . 
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We construct the sequences (IRv I v< w2) by recursion. As we proceed, we 
construct also the following sequences: 
(a) hTv:IRT__,.IRv(v~T), the basic projections; 
(b) Tv s; IRv, a Souslinisa tion of IRv ; 
(c) lv : IRv = Bv, where Bv has domain w1, but lv, Bv are otherwise arbitrary; 
(d) fv = l=Tv; hTv = lv 0 h;v 0 l; 1 (v~ T); 
(e) CVT(v < T), a closed unbounded subset of wl such that for all a E cT, 
fv ~a = fv n a, tT ~a = tT n a, T~ = hTV T~. We let ~V' ~ v denote the Boolean 
orderings of IEBv, Bv, respectively. 
As the construction proceeds, we also use Lemma 5.4 in order to fix a sequence 
(W~Ja<w 1 )EMv(v<w2) such that (Va<w1)(W~s;Hw,(a+l) & JW~J~w) and 
such that, if, in the real world, G is an Mv -generic ultrafilter on IEBv, then, in 
MJG], if As;Hw, is such that (Va<w1)[JAnHwJa)J~w], then 
{a E WI I A n va E W~} contains a closed unbounded set BE Mv. 
We also fix (A,\ I A< w 2 & lim (A)> E M 0 to realise D (in M) and let 
(S, I a< w1) E M0 realise 0 (in M), in the form guaranteed by Lemma 4.4. 
The definition of IEBv takes place in cases, depending upon the nature of v. 
Case 1. Stage 0. 
Set IEB0 = 'Il. 
Case 2. Stage v + 1. 
Let X= f(i(v), IEBi(vl' k(v)). Thus 
X E Mi~~')'), IJXs; WI X wliiBHvl =1. 
If IIX is an Aronszajn tree w~" 1'-1, set IEBv+l = IEBv, yv+l =Tv, lv+l = lv, Bv+l = IEBv, 
fv+l = fv, CT,v+l = CT,V (T~ v), cv,v+l = cv+l· Otherwise, we make use of Lemma 
5.2, as follows. We have IEBv, X E Mv. Clearly, IRv is a Souslin algebra in Mv. And 
JIX is an Aronszajn tree JIB"= 1 in Mv. (This last assertion is easily seen.) Moreover, 
Cv is Mv-generic over CMv. So, by Lemma 5.2, there is a Souslin algebra IEBv+l in 
Mv+l such that IEBv is a nice subalgebra of IEBv+l and, in Mv+J, IIX is a special 
Aronszajn tree JJ~av+l = 1. Let yv+l be a Souslinisation of IEBv+l in Mv+l· In fact, 
take, for T"+\ IEBv+l precisely those elements which the .proof of Lemma 5.2 
provides in this case, where yv is the Souslinisation of IEBv concerned. By Lemma 
4.2, yv+l is a Souslin tree in M. Hence IEBv+l is a Souslin algebra in M. And, 
clearly, O<T~v__,.IRT is a nice subalgebra of IEBv+l· Moreover, (IEBTJT~v+l)E 
Mv+I· Finally, we have, by virtue of the choice of IEBv+l: 
Lemma 6.1. (In the real world). Let G be an Mv+ 1-generic ultrafilter on IEBv+l· Let 
U be an w 1-tree in MJG n!RJ. If l E Mv+1[G] is a cofinal branch of U, then 
1 E MJG n!RJ. o 
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Finally, let CT,v+l• T ==:;; v, be chosen arbitrarily (but in some canonical manner) to 
satisfy condition (e) above, with CTv+l ~ Cv+l· [The only reason why we pick 
rv+l' IBv+l' etc. in a canonical manner is to ensure that (IBT IT==:;; v) E Mv for all v. 
For this reason, the choice of lv, i£Bv, etc. and (W~ I a< w 1) is not entirely 
"arbitrary" either.] 
Case 3. Stage A, lim (A), A< w2> cf (A)= w. 
Let e=otp(A"), and let (A(v)lv<e) be the normal enumeration of A". 
Notice that e ==:;;A, e < wb lim ( EJ). We define lEBA from (IEB,\(v) I v < EJ), or more 
precisely, from (f>-<vl I v < EJ). Set 
c = [ n v<T<@( c,\(v).\(T)- e)] u {0}. 
Let (cv I v < w 1) be the normal enumeration of C. Notice that c0 = 0 and c1 ~e. 
For all a< wl, t~~v) = hA(T),,\(v)" t~~T) for v < T <e. So, we may define: 
T* ={(xv lv< e)l (3-y< wl)(v< e ~XV E t~;v) & v< T< e 
~ Xv = h.\(T),.\(v)(xT))}. 
Partially-order T* by 
X==:;; *y ~ (Vv < e)(xv ==:;;.\(v) yJ. 
Clearly, T* is a tree, with 
X E T~ ~ (Vv < e)(xv E f~~vl). 
For IB" we shall take an isomorph of the Boolean algebra of a certain subtree T of 
T*. T will be constructed by recursion on the levels. The construction will be 
carried out so that we have: 
(*) if x E T, y E f>-<vl, y <>-(v) xv, there is x' E T such that x' ==:;; * x and x~ = y. 
We let T0 consist of the root of T*. In order to define T1 (a rather special case), 
we first set: 
N! = La[{ScJ, (f>-<vl~(cl + 1) I v <e), ( W~i~~ I V <e)], 
where a(v) =the least element of c.\(v)- (cl + 1), and where (5 =the least ordinal 
8 > e, c1 such that the model N! defined as above is a model of zp-. Clearly, N! 
is countable. 
Define a poset I?! by setting 
and 
(v', y') ==:;; (v, y) ~ v ==:;; v' & h,\(v'),.\(v)(y') = y. 
Clearly, I?! EN!. We shall define T1 by forcing with I?! over N!. In order to 
do this, we require, of course, an "extension lemma" for!?!. Specifically, we need 
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to know that if ( v, y) E P~ and v,.,:; T < 0, then there is a z such that ( T, z) E IP>~ and 
( T, z),.,:; ( v, y ). But look, T~1(v) = h;q-r),A(v) "f~,(T) here, so this is trivial. 
For each (v, y) EIP>~, we define a s(v, y) E T{, so that s(v, y t = y, as follows. Let 
Xv.y be an N~-generic subset of IP>~ containing (v, y). Define s(v, y) so that, for 
T<0, s(v,y)T=hA(T').A(T)(z), where T 1 >T and (T',z)EXv.y· It is easily seen that 
s(v, y) is uniquely determined by this condition, and that s(v, y)ETt. 
Set T\={s(v,y)l(v,y)EIP>~}. (As usual, we can choose the sets Xv.y in some 
canonical manner in order to ensure that our eventual algebra IRA will lie in M~~..) 
Clearly, (*) holds for t12. 
We turn now to the construction of T,+ 1 from tla + 1. We require two 
lemmas. 
Lemma 6.2. Let a< w 1• Suppose (v, y), (T, x) are such that v,.,:; T< 0, y E f~.<vl, 
x E fA(T) I C0 , y ,-;:;.i:(v) hA(T)A(v)(x ). Then there is x' E f~.<Tl such that x' ,-;:;X<Tl x and 
((T),A(v)(x') = Y· 
Proof. By assumption, IA.{v)(y),.,:; A(v) hA(T),A(v)(t;JT)(x )). Hence IA.{v)(y) 1\ 
/A_<~l(x) > A(T) 0. Thus we can find x" E T~~Tl, x" ,-;:;A(T) /A_<~l(x ), such that 
X 11 1\ IA.{v/y)>ii.(T)O. But T~~v) = hA(T),A(v) T~~T) and T~~vl is pairwise disjoint in IRA(v)' 
so h~~. ( T).A(vl(x") = IA.{vh ). Hence x' = /A(T)(x") is as required. 0 
Lemma 6.3. For each triple (v, y, x) such that v< 0, X E to, yEt~_<:;, y ,.,:;;A(v)Xv, 
there is s E 1!+1> s ,.,:;* x, such that sv = y. 
Proof. Let (v(n) In< w) be cofinal in 0 with v(O) = v. By Lemma 6.2 we can 
inductively pick elements y, E f~<v<nll such that 
.. , 
Yo= y, Yn,.,:; A(v(n))Xv(n)' Yn = hil.(v(n+l),il.(v(n))(Yn+l). 
Define s: 0 ~ v by ST = hil.(v(n)).ii.(T)(y,), where n is such that v(n) ~ T. This 
uniquely defines s, and s is clearly as required. 0 
For each triple (v, y, x) as in Lemma 6.3 now, let s(v, y, x) be one such s as 
guaranteed by Lemma 6.3, and let fo+l consist of all these s(v, y, x). The actual 
choice of s(v, y, x) in each case is irrelevant (except for our usual definability 
requirements). Clearly, (*) is preserved when we pass from t I a+ 1 to t I a+ 2 in 
this manner. 
There remains the definition of to when lim (a) and t1 a is defined. We first of 
all set: 
N~ = L 6 [{Sc.}, (TA(v)l(c,, + 1)lv < 0), (W~~~\Iv< 0), tla], 
where: a(v) =the least element of cil.(v)- (co+ 1); and 8 =the least ordinal 
exceeding 0, co such that N~ as so defined is a model of zF-. 
Clearly, N~ is countable. 
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Define a poset IP~ by setting 
~={(v, y, x) I v< €J & YE f~:vl & XE f'ta & y<xcvlxJ, 
and 
(v', y', x')~ (v, y, x) ~ v ~ v' & h>..(v'),>..(v)(y') = y & x' ~ *x. 
Clearly, ~EN~. We shall define t, by forcing with ~ over N~. To do this, we 
must first of all prove an "extension lemma" for~· What we require, in fact, is 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.4. Let (v, y, x) E~, v~ v' < €>, (3 <a, x E Tt((3 + 1). Then there are y', x' 
such that (v', y', x')E~, x' E f'f3, and (v', y', x')~(v, y, x). 
Proof. We assume, of course, that f't a satisfies (*) (since this is equivalent to 
f't (3 satisfying (*) for all (3 <a). Let z be the unique z E f~<vl such that 
A 0 
y ~Xcvl z ~XCvl xv. By (*) we can find x' E Tr3 such that x' ~* x and x~ = z. Then, by 
Lemma 6.2 there is y' E f~aCvl such that y' ~KCv'l X~· and fi>..Cv'),>..(vl(y') = y. Clearly, 
(v', y', x') is as required. D 
For each ( v, y, x) E ~. pick an N~-generic subset Xv,y,x of IP~ containing ( v, y, x). 
Define s(v,y,x):@~ V by setting, for T<€>, s(v,y,x),.=h>-cT'),>..(Tl(z), where 
T
1 > T and (7 1, Z, X)E Xv,y,x· It is easily seen that s(v, y, X) is uniquely determined 
here, and that s(v, y, x) is an element of I! such that {tE f'ta I s(v, y, x)<*t} is a 
cofinal branch of tt a. (Indeed, this last set is precisely {x' I (v, y, x') E xv,y,x}.) 
Set T"' = { s( v, y, x) I ( v, y, x) E ~}. Clearly, (*) is preserved when we pass from 
f't a to f't a+ 1 in this manner. That completes the definition of 1'. (Clearly, Tis 
a normal w1-tree satisfying(*).) 
Lemma 6.5. T is a Souslin tree. 
Proof. Let X be a maximal antichain of 1'. Set D ={yET I (3x EX)()'~* x)}, a 
dense open subset of T. For a< w1 , set D"' = D n (Tt a), X"'= X n ('Tt a). Thus, 
for all a, 
D"' = {y E f'ta I (3x E X"')(y ~* x)}. 
Now let v< €>. For each y E f>-Cvl and each x E T with y <xcvlxv, let A(y, x) be a 
maximal pairwise incompatible (in IR>..Cvl) subset of {y' E f>-Cvl I y' <xcvlY} such that 
y' E A(y, x) ~ (3x' E D)(x' ~* x & x~ = y'). 
Since D is dense in T and T satisfies (*), y = V A(y, x) (in IR>..Cvl). Set 
Kv={a<w1 1 c"' =a>O & (VyE f>-Cvlta)(VxE f'ta) 
X (y ~A(v)xv ~ A(y, x) s; f>-(v)t a}. 
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It is easily seen that Kv is a closed unbounded subset of w 1 • 
Claim A. Let v < e, a E Kv, y E t~(v), and set 
(T~a)Y={xET~a i Y~X(v)xJ. 
Then Dan (T~a)Y is dense in (na)Y. 
Proof of Claim A. Let XE(T~a)Y. Pick y'Ef"-<vl~a so that Y~X<vlY,~X<<vlxv. 
Now, y'= V A(y', x) and A(y', x)~ f"-<vl~a, so we can find y"E f"-<vl~a, y"E 
A (y', x) such that y <x(vl y". (Recall that elements of f"-<vl are either comparable 
or pairwise disjoint!). Since y" E A(y', x) there is x' ED such that x' ~* x and 
y"=x~. Clearly, x'EDan(T~a)Y, so the claim is proved. D 
Now set K = n v<EI Kv, a closed unbounded subset of Wt. Pick a E K so that 
sa = D n Va. Since Ca =a, T"-(v) ~a = T"-(v) n a for all v < e, so, since Ct ~ e, we 
see that T~a = tn va. Hence sa= D n (T~a) = Da. 
Recall now the definition of Ta. The elements of Ta were constructed from 
N~-generic subsets of IP~ in a simple manner. Set E = {(v, y, x) E IP~ I x E Da}. 
Claim B. E is a dense subset of IP~ in N~. 
Proof of Claim B. Let (v,y,x)E~. Since Dan(T~a)Y is dense in (T~a)Y (by 
claim A), we can find x' E Dan (T~a)Y such that x'~*x. (Since (v, y, x)E~, we 
clearly have x E (T~a)Y.). But since x' E (T~a)Y, (v, y, x')E~. And (v, y, x')~ 
(v, y, x) and (v, y, x)EE. Hence E is dense in~- Moreover, since IP~EN~ and 
Da =Sa= Sc. EN~, we have E EN~. This proves the claim. 0 
By Claim B, we see that if sEt"' then (3x E Da)(s ~ *x). Hence every element of 
Ta extends an element of Xa. Hence Xa is maximal antichain of T. Hence X= X"' 
which is countable. D 
Lemma 6.6. (In the real world). Let b be a cofinal branch of T. For v < e, set 
bv = {xv I X E b}, a cofinal branch of T"-(v). Let Vo < e, and let u be an (1)1-tree in 
M,-.<volbvo]. Let I be a cofinal branch of U in M,..[b]. Then for some v < e, 
[ E M,\(v)[bv]. 
Proof. Let Vo ~ v < e. By Lemma 1.2, 
M,-.[bv] = M,\(v)[(CT I A(v) ~ T < A)][bv] = M,\(v)[bv][(CT I A(v) ~ T <A)]. 
Moreover, the algebra which introduces the sequence (CTIA(v)~T<A) to 
M,-.(v)[bv] here is CT-closed in M,-.(v)[bv], since M,-.(v) and M,..(vl[bv] have the same 
countable sequences of ordinals. So, by Lemma 2.7, it suffices to show that 
l E M,-.[bv] for some v <e. We suppose not, and work for a contradiction. 
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Pick U E M~A(T) so that (;MJbJ = U. For convenience, we shall assume that U 
has domain w1 in M.\(v )[bvo] and that, in M,\, II U is an w1-tree with domain w, 
IIBA('i') = 1. Pick l E M~A('h so that fMJb] = l. We assume that, in M,\, II r is a cofinal 
braqch of (; not in M,\ [bv] for any v < e IIBA(T) = 1, again a harmless assumption. 
[Notice that the function (bv I v < 8) is definable in M,\[b ], since (T.\(v) I v < 8) E 
M,\.] 
Now, U E M.\(vo)[bvo], so by choice of (W~<vol I a< w 1) there is a closed un-
bounded set B ~ wl in M,\(vo) such that a E B ~ u~ a= una E w~<vo>. Since c,\(vo) 
is M.\(vo)-generic over M,(vO), there is 1' < W~""o' such that c,\(vo)- 1' ~B. Fix such 
a 1' from now on. Thus: 
We work in M,\ from now on. For Vo~ v< e, set 
tP ={(x 0 x 1)Efxflx 0 =x 11 V ' V VJ' 
Dv = {(x0 , x 1) E tPv I (3u0 , u1, 8 E w 1)[u0 ;z" u1 & x; II- "u; E U.s n f"}, 
(1) 
where II- denotes II-i• (from now on). Since II f is a cofinal branch of U not in 
M,\[bv] for any v< BIIBA(T) = 1, Dv is dense in !Pv for all such v. Let Vo~ v < e be 
arbitrary now. For y E f,\<v>, x E f, y <x(v)xv, let A(y, x) be a maximal pairwise 
incompatible (in if:B.\(v)) subset of {y' E f.\(v) I y' ~A(v)Y }, such that 
y' E A(y, x) ~ (3(x 0 , x 1) E DJ((x 0 , x 1) ~If>" (x, x) & X~= y'). 
Since Dv is dense in !Pv and f satisfies (*), y = V A(y, x) (in if:B.\(v)). 
For v"' < v < e still, set 
a closed unbounded subset of w 1 . 
Define now R ~ f x w1 x w1 by R(x, u, 8) ~ xll-"u E (;8 n f". Thus for v0 ~ v < 
e 
' 
For Vo~ v< e and a <wl, set 
We can easily find a closed unbounded set i( ~ wt. such that 
a E Kv ~ D~ = {(x0 , X 1) E ~I (3u0 , U 1 , 8 E a)[u0 ;z" u1 & R"'(xi, U;, 8)]}, 
each Vo~ v< fJ. 
Set K = n Vo"'v<® (K v n KJ. K is closed and unbounded in wl so we can find 
a E K such that R"' = S"'. 
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For v0 ~v<6 and yEf~<vl now, set 
Arguing just as in the proof of Claim A in Lemma 6.5, we have: 
(2) For Vo ~ v < e and y E t~(v)' D~ n (IP~)Y is dense in (~)Y. Recall now that t"' 
was defined by forcing over N~ with IP>~. Let Yo be that element of fA<vol such that, 
in the real world, Yo= bvo(a). Set 
For v E u"' now, set 
Claim. For each v E U"', Ev is a dense subset of (IP>~)Yo in N~. 
Proof of Claim. Let v E U"'. Let (v, y, x)E(~)Yo. Clearly (x, x)E(lP~)Y. So, by (2), 
there is (x 0 , x 1 ) ED~ n (lP~)Y such that (x 0 , x 1 ) ~li'i(x, x). Pick u0 , u1, 8 E a so that 
u 0 oF u1 and R"' (x;, U;, 8). Since x~" E b, we have u0 , u1 E U8 . We may thus assume 
that v $u u0 . But since x0 E (~)Y, (v, y, x0 ) E (~)Yo. And clearly, (v, y, x0 ) ~ (v, y, x). 
But (v, y, x0 )EEv, of course. Hence Ev is dense in (~)Yo. 
Now, Rex= sa EN~. And, since CCX= a> y, (2) implies that if a is the least 
element of CA(vo)- (c"' + 1), then u~ a E w~<vol s; N~. So, in particular, u~ a+ 1 E 
N~. Finally, since !P>~EN~, we clearly have (~)YoEN~. Thus EvEN~, and the 
claim is proved. 0 
Let v E U"'. By the claim, if s E f"' is such that svo = y0 , then there is x E f~ a and 
u E Ula such that s ~* x, v $uu, and xll-"u E f". Hence for any such s, sll-"ve [". 
But v E U,., is arbitrary here. Hence for any such s, we have sll-" r n (;a = 0 ". But 
this is absurd, since \If is a cofinal branch of U\\BACl'J = 1. 0 
We now complete the definition of lEBA. Set IEB = BA(T). Define maps 1!v: 
lfEA(vl---;.IEB, v<B, by 1!v(b)={xET\xv~A<vlb}. Since T satisfies(*), it is easily 
checked that 1!v is a complete embedding of lfEA(vl into IEB. Pick lEBA, 1j to make the 
following diagrams commute for v < 'T < e (see diagram). 
"rr. c "rr. c n:J) T/v lDlA(v)- 1jT ILDA(T)- ILD 
~ i'YJv _=+T = 1j 
IEBA(v) IEBA(r) 
=11,\(v) I{A(T) 
IEBA(v) S:::: IEBA(T) S:::: lEBA 
Define 1j:T---;.IEBA by T/(x)=/\v<el";:_{vl(xJ. Then 1j:(T,~*)=(7j"T,~A), and 11"T 
souslinises lEBA. Set TA = 11"1'. 
Let hv: lEBA---;. IEBA(v)' v < e, be the basic projections. Clearly, hv( 1j(X)) = t)v)(xJ 
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for each x E f'. Hence for each v < 8, (Va < w 1)k, =a~ T~<v> = hv"T~). Thus for 
each v < 8, 113\.\(v) is a nice subalgebra of 113\.\. Hence IBv is a nice subalgebra of 113\.\ 
for each v <A. Define l.\, !§.\, Cv.\• v <A, arbitrarily now, as required. 
By Lemma 6.6, we have, since (A(v) I v< 8) is cofinal in A: 
Lemma 6.7. (In the real world). Let G be an M.\ -generic ultrafilter on 113\.\. Let 
v <A, and let U E MJ G n IBv] be an w 1-tree. If L E M,,J G] is a cofinal branch of U, 
then for some T <A, l EM.,.[ G n lB.,.]. 
Turning now to the final case in our construction of the required sequence, we 
have: 
Case 4. Stage A, lim (A), A< w2> cf (A)= w 1 . 
Set IBA = u v<.\ IBv. IBA is a Boolean algebra. We do not know that IBA is complete, 
let alone if it is a Souslin algebra. Nevertheless, we need only worry about 
whether 113\,\ has a Souslinisation. For, if it does, it will satisfy c.c.c., whence, being 
an w 1-cofinal union of complete algebras, it will of necessity be complete. 
Since cf(A) = w1 , otp (A,\)= w1 . Let (A(v) I v < w1) be the normal enumeration 
of A. 
Define closed unbounded sets Bv <:; w 1 , v < w 1, as follows: 
T<v T,;;;;V 
R, = n Bv, if lim ( y). 
v<y 
Since B0 2 B1 2 B 2 2 ... , we can pick a normal sequence (f3v I v < w 1) such that 
{3 0 = 0 and (Vv < w1)(f3v E BJ. Then, for all 'Y < w1 : 
(i) v < 'Y ~ t.\(v) ~ {3y = t.\(v) n {3y; 
(ii) V,;;;;T<y~T.\(v)=h "TA.(.,.). 13, .\(T),.\(v) y ' 
( ••• ) :e::: T.\Cv> h "T.\(y+ll 111 V ~ 'Y ~ 13,+1 = .\(y+l),.\(v) 13,+1 • 
Define sets Tv<:; 113\.\ by recursion on v < w 1 as follows. Set T0 = {1}; Tv+l = T~~:~1>; 
v<a 
= h.\('1'),.\(v)(x.,.)] & [V60< XV >.\(a) o]}, if lim (a). 
Set T= Uv<w
1 
Tv. By (ii) and (iii) above, (T, ,;;;;.\)is a tree whose a'th level is 
precisely the set T"'. In fact, since lB.\ = U v<w 1 IB.\(v)• it is easily seen that T is a 
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normal wctree which is dense in !EB". Our next result therefore shows that IEB" is a 
Souslin algebra. 
Lemma 6.8. T is a Souslin tree. 
Proof. Let X be a maximal antichain ofT. For a< WI, set xa = xn (T I a). Let 
K 0 ={a E w1 llim (a) & X" is a maximal antichain of TJa}, 
a closed unbounded subset of w 1 . Let D ={yET I (3x E X)(y ~"x)}, and for every 
a< w1 , set D" = {y E TJa I (3x E XJ(y ~"x)}. Then Dis a dense open subset of T 
and for a E K 0 , D" is a dense open subset of Tla. Let K 1 = 
{a E w 1 I f3a =a & A(a) is a limit point of A" & otp (A,\(al) =a}, a closed un-
bounded subset of w 1 • 
Claim A. For v < w 1 , the set 
is dense in IEB,\(v)· 
Proof of Claim A. Let yET"(vl. Pick y<w 1, y>v, with yET"<"llf3Y+I·. Let 
' T"(vl ',.::: F ' T"(y+l) '- h ( ') No 'E T S y E 13,+t' y ~ ,\(vJY· or some z E 13,+1 , y - ,\(y+l),.\(vl z . w, z , o we 
can find z ~"z', zED. We may assume that z E TH 1 , 8 > y. Thus z E r~;~>ll· Set 
y"= h,\(o+l),,\(v)(z). Then y"~,\(v)Y, y"EE". This proves claim A. D 
Claim B. There is a closed unbounded set K 2 ~ w 1 such that 
a E K2 & v <a~ ('Vy E T~(vl)(3T < a)(3z E T"<-rll a) 
( T ~ V & Z E Da & h,\(.,.),,\(v)(z) ~ ,\(v) Y ). 
Proof of Claim B. For each v < w 1 , let A" be a maximal pairwise incompatible (in 
IEB,\(v)) subset of Ev. Notice that by Claim A, V Av = 1 (in IEB,\(v)). Define 'P, 1/1: w1 ~ 
w 1 as follows: 
'P(v)=the least 'P<w1 such that A"~ T"(v)I'P; 1/J(v)=the least l/f<w 1 such that 
('Vy E AJ(3T < 1/1)(3z E T"(.,.)l I/I)[T~ v & z E Dt/1 & h,\(.,.),.\(v)(z) = y]. 
Set K 2 ={a E w1 I (Vv < a)('P(v) <a & 1/J(v) <a)}. We show that the closed 
unbounded set K 2 is as required. Let a E K 2 , v <a, y E T~<vJ. Since V A"= 1, we 
can find y' E A", y ~,\(v) y'. Since y' E Av, there is T < l/f(v) <a, T f' v, and z E 
T"(.,.J I 1/J(v) ~ r<.,.J I a, such that z E Dt/l(v) ~ D" and y' = h,\(.,.),,\(v)(z ). This proves 
claim B. D 
Set K=K0 nK1 nK2 now. Let 
D* = {(T, z) IT< w 1 & z E f"<.,.) & t;:}.,.)(z) ED}, 
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and for a< w 1 , set 
D!={(-r,z)l-r<a & zETA(T)ta & r;.{,.)(z)EDa}. 
Clearly, a E K ~ D! = D* n Va. So, by 0, we can pick a E K so that Sa= D!. Fix 
a from now on. 
Recall the construction of IB,\(a)· This was carried out using A,\(a)· But a E K 1 
here, so A,\(a) =A,\ n A(a) and otp (A,\(a)) =a. In order to construct IB,\(a)• we first 
of all defined a Souslin tree ( t, ,;;; *) whose elements consisted of sequences 
(xvlv<a) such that for some yEC, v<a~xvET~(v) and v,;;;-r<a~xv= 
hA(T),.\(v)(x,.), where 
C=[ n (C.\(v),.\(T)-a)]U{O}, 
v<T<a: 
Let (cv I v < w 1) enumerate C. Since 
a = f3a E Ba = n c,\(v),A(T)' a E C. 
v<T<a 
So, by definition of C, a = c1 . 
Recall the construction of T1 . The elements of T1 were obtained by forcing with 
IP!(a) over N!(a)· Set 
F = {(v, y) E IP!(a) I (3z)[(v, z) ED! & Y <>:(v) z]}. 
Claim C. F is a dense subset of IP!(a) in N!(a)· 
Proof of Claim c. Since IP!(a) E N!(a) and D! =sa= SCJ E N~(a) and 
(T.\(v)tc1 +ll v<a)=(T.\(v)ta+ll v<a)ENLa)• 
we clearly have FE N~(a'J· Now let ( v, y) E IP!(a) be given. Then l";)v)(y) E T~(v), so 
by claim B (since a E K 2), there is -r <a and z E TA(T) t a such that -r ~ v and 
z E Da and hA(T),.\(v)(z) ~ .\(v) t;:lv)(y ). So, setting z = lA(T)(z ), we have z E f,\(,.)t a, 
- * - - , h- "T-A(T)_T-,\(v) 'k I (-r, z)EDa, and hA(T),,\(v)(z)~A(v)Y· Smce ,\(T),,\(v) a - a 'we can piC y E 
f~<,.) such that. y' ,;;;>:(,.) z and h,\(,.),,\(vh') = y. Clearly, ( 7", y') E IP~(a) and ( 7", y'),;;; 
( v, y > and ( -r, y') E F, proving the claim. 0 
A ' * It follows from claim c that for every s E Tl there IS ( v, z) ED a such that 
sv ,;;;X(v)z. Define 'YI: T ~ IB,\(al by 'YJ(X) = 1\v<a t;.Jv/xJ, as before. Thus YI"T := 
T,\(a). Since T,\(a) is a Souslinisation of IB,\(a)• X E T1 ~ T!(X) >,\(a) 0 and V 11"T1 
= 1 (in IB,\(a)). So, as a= (3" = c1, the definition of T" implies that T" = Y1"T1. 
Let y ETa. Thus for some y E tl, y = 'YJ(y). Pick (v, z)E D!, so that Yv ,;;;A(v)Z. 
Since (v, z) ED!, we have z = t;)vl(z) E Da. Moreover, if Yv = t;:{vl(yJ, then 
Yv ,;;;,\(v) Z. But 
y = 'YI(Y) = 1\ r;:tv)(yJ ,;;;,\(a) t;:{v)(yJ = Yv· 
v<a 
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Hence y extends some element of D"'. 
Thus every member of T"' extends some element of X"'. Thus X"' is a maximal 
antichain in T. Thus X= X"', which is countable. D 
Hence IEB,~, is a (complete) Souslin algebra. We must show that IEBv is a nice 
subalgebra of IEB,~, for all v <A. Clearly, it suffices to show that IEB,~,<v+t) is a nice 
subalgebra of IEB,~, for all v<w1 • Let v<w1, then, and let hv :IEB,~, ~IEBA.(v+l) be the 
basic projection. Clearly, if a= {3"' > v, then T~<v+O = hv"T"'. There is nothing 
more to prove. 
Lemma 6.9. (In the real world). Let G be an M,~,- generic ultrafilter on IEB,~,. Let v <A, 
and let U E MJ G n IEBJ be an w1- tree. If l EM,~, [ G] is a co final branch of U, then 
for some 7 <A, l E MT[ G n IEBT]. 
Proof. Pick v0 <wr-• so that UEMA.(vJGniEB,~,<voJ Since A =supv<w, A(v) (in M,~,), 
it suffices to show that l E M,~,<v>[ G n IEB,~,<v>J for some v < wr-•. And as in Lemma 
6.6, for this it suffices to show that l EM,~,[ G n IEB,~,<v>J for some v < wr-•. We shall 
suppose not, and work for a contradiction. Pick (J E M~IR,l with (JMJGJ = U. As 
usual, we assume that U has domain wr-•[oJ and that, in M,~,, II U is an w1-tree with 
domain w1 IIIR, = 1. Again, pick f E ~IR,J so that fM,[GJ = l, and assume that, in M,~,, 
II f is a cofinal branch of U not in M,~,[Gn!B.~:<v>J for any v<w1IIIR•=1. Now, 
UE MA.(vo)[ G n IEBA.(vo)], so there is a closed unbounded set B £ wl in MA.(vo) such 
that a E B ~ u~ a= una E w~<vol, Since CA.(vo) is MA.(vo)-generic over CM•<•o1, 
there is r < wr-•<·o' such that C,~,<vo>- r s;; B. Fix such a r from now on. Thus: 
We work in M,~, from now on. Let v0 < v < w1 be arbitrary from now on. Set 
IPv = {<x 0 , X1) E TxT I (37 < w1)[ 7;::,: v & x 0 , x 1 E TMrl 
& h,~,(T),A.(v)(X 0) = hA.('r),A.(v)(x 1)]}, 
Dv = {<x 0 , x 1) E IP v I (3u0 , u1 , 8 E w 1)[u0 "" u 1 & x; II- "it; E U.s n ["]}, 
(1) 
where II- denotes l~f· (from now on). Since llf is a cofinal branch of U not in 
M,~,[Gn!B,;:(v)J for any v<w1IIIR•=l, Dv is dense open in IPv. 
For a<w1 , set ~=IPvn(naxna) and D~=Dvn~. Let K 0 £w1 be a 
closed unbounded set such that a E K 0 & v <a~ D~ is dense in~. (Such a K 0 
clearly exists.) 
Let K 1 ={a E w1 I {3"' =a & A(a) is a limit point of A,~, & otp (A,~,(<>))= a}, the' 
same closed unbounded set as in the proof of Lemma 6.8. 
Claim A. The set 
Ev = {y E T"'(v) I (37 < w1)(3x0 , X1 E T"'(T)) 
X [ 7;::,: v & <x0, X 1) E Dv & hA.(T),A.(v)(xi) = Y ]} 
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is dense in !B,~.(,)· 
Proof of Claim A. Let yET,\.(vl. Pick -y<w1,-y>v, with yEr<vlj{3y+l· Let 
y' E T~~~;, y' ,.;;.l.(v) y. For some z' E T~~:7 1l, y' = h,~_(y+l),.l.(v/z'). Now, (z', z') E!Plv, so 
we can find (x0 , x 1)E D,, (x0 , x 1) ,.;;IP'v (z', z'). We may assume that (x 0 , x1)E T.s+1 , 
8>-y. Thus X0,X 1 ET~~~71)· Set y"=h,~.(Hl),.l.(v/x;). Then y",.;;.l.(v)Y and y"EEv. 
This proves claim A. 0 
Claim B. There is a closed unbounded set K 2 s; w1 such that 
a E K 2 & v <a..-..? (Vy E T~<vl)(3T< a)(3x0 , x 1 E T.l.<-rlj a) x 
( T ~ v & (x0 , X1) ED~ & hA(T),.I.(v)(xi) ~,\.(v) y ), 
Proof of Claim B. For each v < w1, let Av be a maximal pairwise incompatible 
subset of Ev. By claim A, V Av = 1. Define cp, 1/1: w1 ..-..? w1 as follows: 
cp(v)=the least cp<w1 such that A,s; r<"ljcp; 
1/f(v)=the least l/f<w1 such that (VyEA,)(3T<I/!)(3x0,x 1 ET,~.<TljljJ) 
[T~ v & (x0 , X1)E Dt & h,~_(T),.I.(v)(xi) = y]. 
Set 
K 2 ={aEw1 I(Vv<a)(cp(v)<a & 1/J(v)<a)}. 
It is easily seen that K 2 is as required. (cf. the proof of Claim B in Lemma 
6.8.) 0 
Set K=K0 nK1 nK2 -(-y+l) now. 
Define R s; wi by (R ( T, z, u, 8) ~ z E TA(T) & l~(T)(z) If- "u E uil n [". For a < 
w1 , set R"' = R n a 4 • By <>, pick a E K so that R"' = S"'. Fix a from now on. 
As in the proof of Lemma 6.8, we recalll now the construction of !B,~.<al· As 
before, we have: A,~.<al =A,~. n A(a), otp (A,~.(al) =a, a= c1 , where (c, I v< w1) 
enumerates 
C=[ n (C,~_<vl,.I.(T)-a)JU{O}, 
v<T<a 
and T1 consists of sequences (x, I v <a) such that v <a..-..? x, E f~<vl and v,.;; T < 
a ..-..? X,= h,~.(T),.I.(v)(xT). 
Let y0 be that unique element of T'vo' such that, in the real world, l~{vol (y0 ) E 
T~<vol n G. Set 
(Pl(a))Yo={(v, y)EP!(a) I v~ Vo & ti,\.(v),A(VQ)(y)= Yo}. 
For v E ua now, set 
Fv = {(v, y) E (Pi(a))Yo I (38 E a)(3z E f'.l.(v)t a) 
(3u E U6 )[v $uu & Ra(v, z, u, 8) & y ,.;;_;:(v)z]}. 
Claim C. For each v E U"', Fv is a dense subset of (Pl<al)Yo in Nlcal· 
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Proof of Claim C. We have: (P~(a))Yo, (f.>.<v>ra + 11 v< a), R" =Sa= Sc, E NLa)· 
Moreover, a> y, so if a is the least element of C.._<vol- (c1 + 1), then by (1), 
ura=UnaEW~<vol~N~(a)• so, in particular, ur(a+l)ENLa)• Hence FVE 
N~(a)· Hence Fv <= N~(a)· 
Now let ( v, y) E (P~(a))Yo be given. Since a E K2 and v <a and y E f~<vl, 
there is T<a, and x 0 ,x 1 ET"'<T>ra, such that T::::v, (x 0,x 1)ED~, and 
l;._fvl(y) ,;.>.(v) h.._(T),.>.(v)(xi). Pick u0 , u1 , i5 E a such that u0 # u1 and Ra (xi, ui, 15). 
Since h.._(TJ,.>.(vol(xi) E G n IEB.._<vol• we have u0 , u1 E U8 • We may therefore assume that 
v $u Uo. Set z = /A(T)(x 0). Thus y ,;~(v) iiA(T),.>.(v)(z ). So, as t~(v) = iiA(T),.>.(v)"f~(T)' 
there is y' E f~<TJ such that y' ,;~(T) (z) and fi.._(T),.>.(vh') = y. Then ( T, y') E Fv .ex-
tends ( v, y ). 0 
Let v E Ua be arbitrary now. 
If s E tl and svo = Yo. then there is v <a and z E f.>.(v) r a such that sv ,;~(v) z, and 
for some uEUra with v$uu, /;._fv>(z)ll-"uEf". Let T/:T---?IEB.._<a> be defined as 
before. Just as before, T"' = f(T1 • Let yET"' n G. Pick s E T 1 with y = T/(s). Pick 
v, z, u as above. Now, sv ,;~<vlz and 
Y = Tj(S) = 1\ f;}v)(sJ ,;IB,cal /;._fv)(sJ. 
v<a 
Thus y II- "u E f" for this u. Thus y II- "vt f". Hence vt f. But v E Ua was arbitrary 
here, so this is absurd, since l is a cofinal branch of U. 0 
That completes the construction of the sequence (IEBv I v < w 2) in M. Clearly, we 
have, in M: 
(i) IEB0 = @; 
(ii) 0 < v < w2 ---? IEBv is a Souslin algebra; 
(iii) 0 < v < T < Wz.---? IEBv is a nice subalgebra of IEBT; 
(iv) v < Wz ---7 (IEBT IT,; v) E Mv. 
In M, set IEB = U v<w
2
1Bv, an ( w1, oo )-distributive BA satisfying c. c. c. (Since IEB is an 
w2 -union of c.c.c BA's, IEB satisfies c.c.c. and is (thus) complete.) 
In V now, let G be an M-generic ultrafilter on IEB. By standard arguments, 
M[ G] II- GCH. 
Lemma 6.10. M[G]II-"Every Aronszajn tree is special". 
Proof. Suppose not. Then, in M, II There is a non-special Aronszajn tree IIIB>O. 
Work in M now. Then, by the maximum principle, we can find X E M<IBJ such that 
(i) IIX ~ a;l x w1IIIB = 1; 
(ii) IIX is an Aronszajn treeiiiB = 1; 
(iii) IIX is not specialiiiB > 0. 
Pick T < w 2 so that X E ~B.>. (Such a T clearly must exist.) Clearly, IIX ~ 
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wl X wll~· == 1, so X== f( T, Ill,.,~) for some ~ < Wz. Let JJ = < T, T, 6 Thus X= f(i(v), 
IBi<vl' k(v)). Clearly, IIX is an Aronszajn treeWllv = 1 (by (ii) above). Hence, by 
definition of IBv+l' IIX is specialiiiEllv+l = 1. Hence IIX is specialiiiEll = 1, which con-
tradicts (iii). 0 
Lemma 6.11. Let v0 < wr. Let U be an w1 - tree in MvJ G n IBvJ If l EM[ G] is a 
co final branch of U, then l E MvJ G n IRvJ 
Proof. We prove, by induction on v < wr, that if l E MJ G n IBJ, then in fact 
l E MvJ G n IBvJ (Since l must lie in some Mv[ G n IBJ for v < w~, this suffices.) If 
v,;:;; v0 there is nothing to prove. Successor cases of the induction follow im-
mediately from Lemma 6.1. Limit stages A with cfM (A)= w follow from Lemma 
6.7. And limit stages A with cfM(A)=w~ follow from Lemma 6.9. 0 
7. 1rhe last case 
We are, at long last, ready to obtain a model of ZFC + GCH + --, ST + --, KT. Fix 
a c.t.m. M of ZFC+ V=L+"there is an inaccessible cardinal", and let K be the 
least inaccessible cardinal in M. Let C be the poset [IJll(K)JM, where IJll(K) is, as in 
Section 2, the a-closed poset collapsing K to w2 . For A< K, set 
C;. ={p~(w~XA) I pEC}, C" ={p-p~(w~XA) I pEC}, 
again as in Section 2. If I c;; C, we define I;., I" analogously. Fix an M -generic 
subset I of c. Notice that w~ = w~[I] and wr[I] = K. Now, by Lemma 4.6, <>holds 
in M. So, as M)::: "IC is a-closed",<> holds in M[I], by virtue of Lemma 4.3. So, 
inside M[I] we may define a a-iteration sequence (IJll" I a,;:;; w2 ) as in Section 4 
(immediately prior to Lemma 4.19) to force<>* to hold. Let G be M[I]-generic 
on IJllK(K = w~cn, of course). By Lemma 4.19, <>*holds in M[I][G]. Moreover, in 
M[I][ G], w2 is the first inaccessible in L, so by Lemma 4. 7, 0 also holds in 
M[I][ G]. For a < K, we set 
Let N=M[I][G][(Cv I v<K)] be obtained from M[I][G] as at the beginning of 
Section 6, by iterating the closed set forcing. Finally, let (IBv I v < K) be con-
structed inN as in Section 6, to force "Every Aronszajn tree is special". Let H be 
N -generic on the N -complete algebra IB = u v<K IRv· It is immediately checked that 
N[ H] II- GCH, and in fact M and N[ H] have the same reals (i.e. ~M ( w) = 
~N[Hl(w).) And by choice of IB, N[H];:: "Every Aronszajn tree is special", so in 
particular, N[H]I= --,ST. We complete our proof by showing that N[H]I= --,KT. 
Let T be an w1-tree in N[H]. We can find A<K such that TEM[I;.][G;.]X 
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[(C" I v<A)][HA.], where H,\ = Hn lEBA., and where IP\ EM[IA.], etc. Applying Lem-
mas 1.1 and 1.2 several times, we see that 
N[H] = M[IA.][GA.][(Cv I v< A)][HA.][JA ][GA. ][(Cv I A~ v< K)] 
x[HA.] (for some HA.), 
where all of the relevant genericity properties hold, etc. Now, the notion of being 
a 0'-closed poset is absolute for all our extensions, since we never introduce any 
new countable sequences of ordinals. So by Lemma 2.7, T gains no new cofinal 
branches when we pass from 
to 
M[IA.][GA.][(Cv I v<A)][HA.][JA]. 
And by Lemma 1.1, this last model is none other than M[I][GJ[(C" I v < A)][HA.]. 
Applying Lemma 4.22 now (with M[I] as "ground model"), we see that T gains 
no new cofinal branches when we pass from this last model to M[I][ G] x 
[(Cvj v<A)][HA]. Again, by Lemma 2.7, T gains no new cofinal branches when 
we pass from this last model M[I][G][(C" I v<A)][HA] to the model M[I][GJx 
[ ( C" I v < A)] [ HA ][ ( C" I A ~ v < K)] = M[ I][ G ][ ( C" I v < K) ][ HA] (by Lemma 1.1). 
But by construction of the sequence (IBv I v < K), no new cofinal branches of T are 
introduced when we pass from N[HA]=M[I][G][(Cv I v<K)][H,~.] to N[H]= 
N[H,\][HA ]. Hence, the only cofinal branches of T in N[H] are those present 
already in M[I,\][GA][(C, I v<A)][H,\]. But by Lemma 2.5, K is inaccessible in 
this model. Hence T has fewer than K cofinal branches in N[H]. Hence Tis not 
Kurepa in N[H]. Thus N[H] is as required, a model of ZFC+GCH+ -,ST+-, 
KT. 
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